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The piping in a liquid rocket can assume complex configurations due to
multiple tanks, multiple engines, and structures that must be piped
around. The capability to handle some of these ccmplex configurations
have been incorporated into the NYQUIST code. The capability to
modify the input on line has been implemented.
The configurations allowed include multiple tanks, multiple engines,
the splitting of a pipe into unequal segments going to different (or












The code is too large to compile as one program using Microsoft
PORIRAN V, therefore the code was broken into two segments:
NYQUISTI.POR and NYQUIST2.FOR. These are ccmpiled separately and then
linked together. The final run code is not too large (_--344,000
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2.0 Input Description
NYQUIST uses the following files: _G.RIN, IDX.RLN, FUEL.RLN, and
ODNST.RLN. All files are in free format, therefore each of the
following records will give the same results.
Record i: 1.000000E-01 6219.000000 2.670000 2.330E-03 -315.0000






The file assignments are given in the following table:
Unit File Name File Type Description
9 _G.m_
i0 LOX. RLN Input
11 nmL._ Lm_t
12 o_.R_
13 _. mR _t





LOX tanks & lines data




Temporary file with LOX data
Temporary file with fuel data
Temporary file for results




total flow in engine (Ibm/sec),
chamber pressure (ibf/ft'2),
pressure drop across orifice (lbf/ft'2)
Read card # 2 "ntm_er of engines" times













Read card # 3 "number of tanks" times
Card # 4
number of lines leaving tank
Card # 5
tank number,
engine number (0 if split follows)
Card # 6
number of sez$nents,








Read card # 7 "number of segments" times
if split > 0
Card # 8
number of segments,









Read card # 9 "number of segments" times
Read card # 8-9 "number of splits" times






















pump length diameter dp/d_ L C
manifold volume bulk mod.
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Dimensions:
radius, length, diameter, end length
angle
volume
















characteristic time constant (sec),
change in velocity with mixture ratio




Output from the program is a file (NYQ.OUT) which may be printed and
various graphs under the control of the user. The print file contains
the following:
Title, time, and date
for no LOX of F6EL lines
FREQ. K1 (R) K1 CI)
for no FOEL line
FREQ. El(R) El(T)
for no LOX line
FR_. re(R) El(1)
for both LOX and FUEL lines
FREQ. KI(R) El(I)
_G. _ (R) _ (1) I_(R)
_G. K2 (R) K2 (I)
_G. _ (R) _ (I)
K3 (I) K4 (R) K4 (I)
Also, if a split pipe is analyzed, a file (SURF.ERR) is created if any
point fails to converge within the specified number of iterations.
This file contains:
Title, time, and date
jw = after iterations has error of % in line
I= J= IGI= IGOU)I---
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3.2 Graphs Available
The graphs available are
i. Plot of the FUEL and/or IDX piping layouts for a specific engine.
These are plotted upon request.
2. The following plots are available upon request:
a. Nyquist plot of K(jw)
b. Nyquist plot of K(jw,Gox)
c. Nyquist plot of K(jw, Gf)
d. Nyquist plot of K(jw, Gox,Sf)
e. Phase-Gain plot of K(jw)
f. Phase-Gain plot of K(jw, Gox)
g. Phase-Gain plot of K(jw, Sf)
h. Phase-Gain plot of K(jw, Gox, Gf)
if LOX line present
if FJEL line present
if LOX & FUEL lines present
if IDX line present
if FUEL line present
if IDX & FUEL lines present
4.0 Sample Run
The sample run consists of two lox tanks and four engines, two of the
engines and lines going to them are identical. The total mass flow
frctn each tank is the same, however the line from the first tank is
split with half the mass flow going to engine # 2 and the other half
split into two identical engines # i.














1 15.0 I. 416
0 35.0 45.0




1 20.558 i. 416
1 20.558 1.416




















































90.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0











1.00126 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.00126 0.0 0.0 0.0
35.0 1.00126 0.0 0.0
1.00126 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.183346E+07 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
45.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
135.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
90.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
80.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0
35.0 1.416 0.0 0.0
1.416 0.0 0.0 0.0












4.2 Walkthrough of Sample Run
Good Morning and Welcome to NYQUIST! !
Program NYQUIST provides stability predictions
of feedline systems
To send a plot to the printer
qhe computer MUST be in GRAPHICS mode
Hit PrScn to send the current plot to the printer
If you want frequency in rad/sec, hit enter.
If you want it in Hertz, enter "H". h
Do you have FUEL data? _n
Do you have LOX data? X
Is the engine data on file _G.RI/_. (Y/N) 3[
Is the lox file name IDX.RiN?. (Y/N) 3[
Max. no. of iterations is set at 20
Do you wish to change it? n
Do you wish to modify lox line data? _n






_NGE IN VELOCITY WITH _ RATIO
X
Is the name of the file CONST.PIN?. (Y/N) 3[
Enter 20 character title
Sample Run
Enter range of frequencies in Hertz
Low freq, high freq, #pts
I001 = Maximum number of points
I 40 40
The following iOX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot i
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Sample Bun 18:,_ 12-12-91
LO×Piping - Tank | 1 Engine | 1









The following IDX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot 2_
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The following IDX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot 3_
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_ple Run 10:5_ 12-12-91
LOXPiping - Tank I 2 Engine I 3
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The following LOX lines may be plotted




Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot 4_
You did not enter a valid line #. Try again
Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot
Please wait while computations proceed.
Enter graph selection
o
i Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
2 Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
5 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox.
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1 Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
2 Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
5 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox.
6 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel.
9 Endplots.
2_
The following LOX lines are available











Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
Phase-Gainplot independent of fuel or lox.
Phase-Gainplot independent of fuel.
End plots.
Tne following LOX lines are available












1 Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
2 Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
5 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox.
6 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel.
9 End plots.
The following LOX lines are available

























Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox.




























1 Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
2 Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
5 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox.
6 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel.
9 End plots.
The following LOX lines are available



























Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox.
Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel.
End plots.
Tne following LOX lines are available




Enter line # to be plotted 2_
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Phase_le
! ! \ ['_,f_ t!













Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox.
Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel.
End plots.
The following iOX lines are available
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1 Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox.
2 Nyquist plot independent of fuel.
5 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox.
6 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel.
9 End plots.
Enter E to exit,
F to run new frequency range,
C to run a new case,
N to read new files. _e
4.3 Output for Sample Run
NYQ.OUTFile
Sample _m 10:53AM 12-12-91















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































after 20 iterations has error of 18.520% in LOX line
3 J= 2 IGI=2287 -03 l ml= 19298E-03
after 20 iterations has error of 68.872% in LOX line
i J= 2 IG1=20232E-02 l mi= 1198 -02
after 20 iterations has error of 2.041% in LOX line
4 J= 3 IGI=66627E-02 l ml= 65294E-02
after 20 iterations has error of 456.116% in LOX line















































































x coordinate of curve center
y coordinate of curve center
radius of bend
angle of bend in radians
angle of bend in degrees
C_AR*22 screen atributes for plotting
/EPARAM/
INTEGER*2 number of engines
REAL*4 total flow rate of engine (lhm/sec)
REAL*4 chamber pressure (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 pressure drop across orifices (Ibf/ft'2)










first parameter of pipe description
second parameter of pipe description
third parameter of pipe description
fourth parameter of pipe description























number of lines frcm tank
number of unique lines from pipe split
speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
manifold capacitance
tank capacitance
density of fluid (lhm/ft-3)
bulk modulus of manifold (ibf/ft'2)
bulk mcdulus of tank (ibf/ft'2)
flow rate through pipe (ibm/sec)
volume of tank (ft-3)
volume of manifold (ft'3)
area of pipe section (ft'2)
diameter of pipe section (ft)
length of pipe section (ft)
inductance of pipe section
capacitance of pipe section
average bulk modulus
number of pipe sections
pipe section type




















































previous maximum number of iterations
maximum number of iterations for split pipe
/NOCOL/



























number of lines from tank
number of unique lines from pipe split
speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
manifold capacitance
tank capacitance
density of fluid (lhm/ftA3)
bulk modulus of manifold (Ibf/ft'2)
bulk modulus of tank (ibf/ft'2)
flow rate through pipe (lhm/sec)
volume of tank (ft'3)
volume of manifold (ft'3)
area of pipe section (ft'2)
diameter of pipe section (ft)
length of pipe section (ft)
inductance of pipe section
capacitance of pipe section
average bulk modulus
number of pipe sections
pipe section type
number of identical lines
engine number
tank number
previous maximum number of iterations














x location of current centerline
x location of current upper pipe
x location of current lower pipe
y location of current centerline
y location of current upper pipe
y location of current lower pipe
minimum x value of piping layout
maximum x value of piping layout
minimum y value of piping layout
maximum y value of piping layout
sine of current pipe direction






current first parameter of pipe description
current second parameter of pipe description
current third parameter of pipe description























































engine for a fuel line
tank for a fuel line
section number for a fuel line
starting fuel line number
current fuel line
engine for a lox line
tank for a lox line
section number for a lox line
starting lox line number
current lox line
current number of pipe sections
current pipe section type
/T_K/
INTEGER*2 number of tanks
/W_OUT/
















































ccmplex part of K(jw, GOX,GF)
dummy array for spacing
dummy array for spacing
frequency array
real part of Nyquist
complex part of Nyquist
admittance looking toward tank
impedance looking toward tan}{
i_ce l_d_g toward _ine
/WORE2/
REAL*4 characteristic ialsedance
REAL*4 description of plot element
REAL*4 dura_y array for spacing
INT£_ER*2 type plot element
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PROGRAM NYQ
Logic portion of code
Commons EPARAM
WCATIT









































characteristic rocket velocity (ft/sec)
change in velocity with mixture ratio (ft/sec)
admittance of fuel line looking toward tank
admittance of lox line looking toward tank
maximum frequency requested
do loop index
flag indicating presence of fuel line
flag for FUEL & LOX routines
flag indicating presence of lox line
second code run
hundredth of second code run
do loop index




name of engine data file
counter
pointer





parameter to pack frequencies toward low end
parameter to pack frequencies toward low end
parameter to pack frequencies toward low end
transport lag (sec)
characteristic.time oonstant (sec)
name of input file




















number of values to plot
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maximum value of complex part
minimum value of complex part
maximum value of real part
minimum value of real part
intermediate variable
x value of point to be plotted
intermediate variable






Variables in Argument i/st














starting angle for arc
ending angle for arc
incremental angle for plot
total angle to plot
intermediate variable
do loop index
number of points to plot
current angle
x location of point to plot
intermediate variable













FOPIPE FPARAM OPARAM SEI_P
Variables in Argument I/st
INFHGER*2 flag indicating pr_ of lox line
Local Variables
INTSGER*2 do loop index
INTEGER*2 fuel line pointer



























Variables in Argument List
__.2 fl_indi_ting_esen_ of lox line
Local Variables
I INTBSER*2 do loop index
IPF INTEGER*2 fuel line pointer
IPLOTF INTEG_*2 fuel line plot pointer
J INTEGER*2 pointer
K INTEG_*2 pointer.
L INTEGER*2 do loop index
SL_ROUTINE LABANG


















Variables in Argument List
REAL*8 maximum x value for phase angle plot
REAL*8 minimum x value for phase angle plot
REAL*8 maximum y value for phase angle plot













































label for x tick marks
x point for plot
intermediate variable
' 180 °' upper phase angle label
' -180 °' lower phase angle label










Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 which K ()
REAL*8 maximum x value for gain plot
REAL*8 minimum x value for gain plot
REAL*8 maximum y value for gain plot






































label for x tick marks
x point for plot
intermediate variable
' 180 °' upper phase angle label
' -180 °' lower phase angle label
y point for plot
SUBR05TINE IDWERW









Variables in Argument List
REAL*8 maxi/mm_ x value for Nyquist plot
REAL*8 minimum x value for Nyquist plot
REAL*8 maximum y value for Nyquist plot
PZAL*8 minimum y value for Nyquist plot
Local Variables
_ER*2 number of text columns
INTEGER*2 intermediate variable







number of x pixels
number of y pixels
intermediate variable
_ LPIDT




V_iables in Argument Li_
INTEG_*2 flag indi_tingpresen_ of loxline
Local V_iables
I _ER*2 do loop index
IPIDID INII_ER*2 lox line plot pointer
IPO INTEGER*2 lox line pointer
J INTSGER*2pointer
K INTSGER*2 pointer









Variables in Argument List
REAL*8 maximum value of complex part
RFAL*8 minimum value of ccmplex part
DamnER*2 which K()
REAL*8 maximum value of real part







































Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 engine number











first parameter of pipe description
second parameter of pipe description
third parameter of pipe description
fourth parameter of pipe description
flag for fuel or lox
pipe section type





























Computes plot coordinates for parallel resonator
Commons ARCOON P_P_









































diameter of parallel segment (ft)
type plot element
pointer to element
length of parallel segment (ft)
description of plot element































































Plots gain and phase angle
emmons COMMQQ NOCOL _RKI













cc_plex part of K ()



































y point to plot
SUBROUTINE SETPLT
Sets up the plot environment
Cccm_Dns C_ NOCOL WCAPAS
SUBRDUTINE UPPER_
Sets up upper plotting window










Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 flag indicating presence of lox line
INTEGER*2 tank number
C_AR*I flag for fuel of lox
REAL*4 minimum value of x for piping layout window
REAL*4 maximum value of x for piping layout window
REAL*4 minimum value of y for piping layout window


































number ox x pixels
minimum x value
maxim/m x value





WINDLO (XMIN,XMAX, YMIN, YMAX)
















Variables in Argument List
REAL*8 maximum x value
REAL*8 minimum x value
REAL*8 maximum y value




















number of x pixels




YMINP REAL*8 minimumy value
SUBROUTINEWINDUP







Variables in Argument List
REAL*8 maximum x value
REAL*8 minimum x value
PEAL*8 maximum y value














number of text columns
intermediate variable
intermediate variable




number of x pixels





























Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ft'2)
REAL*4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 pressure drop across orifices (ibf/ft'2)
COMPLEX*8 admittance looking _ tank
INTEGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 line number
INTSGER*2 current pipe section
INTEGER*2 flag for fuel or lox
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (Ikm/sec)
INTEGER*2 maximum number of iterations for split pipe
INTEGER*2 number of identical lines
REAL*4 capacitance of pipe section
REAL*4 inductance of pipe section
REAL*4 chamber pressure/total mass flow
COMPLEX*8 current frequency
INTEGER*2 pipe section type
_ER*2 number of pipe sections
REAL*4 number of unique lines from pipe split
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flag indicating if SURF.ERR is open
first index of maximum error
do loop index












effective impedance for calculations
intermediate variable
effective ZO for calculations
intermediate variable
effective Zt for calculations
intermediate variable
SUBROUI_E B_DS










Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 effective diameter (ft)
REAL*4 radius of bend (ft)
REAL*4 angle of bend (degrees)
REAL*4 diameter of bend (ft)
REAL*4 length of end straight segments











































first parameter of pipe description
second parameter of pipe description
third parameter of pipe description
fourth parameter of pipe description




































REAL*4 real part of complex frequency
REAL*4 complex part of cc_plex frequency
COMPLEX FUNCTION CSINH






Variables in Ar_ument List
COMPLEX*8 current frequency
Local Variables
REAL*4 real part of complex frequency




Evaluates the complex hyperbolic tangent
S








Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 unit number of engine file
_i Variables
INTEGER*2 do loop index
SL_K_OUTINE FJEL










Variables in Argument List
COMPLEX*8 admittance looking toward tank
INTEGER*2 flag for subroutine fuel or lox
INTEGER*2 unit number of fuel data file
INTEGER*2 unit number of fuel work file
COMPLEX*8 current frequency
Local Variables
(_AR*I response to question
CHAR*24 name of fuel data file
_ FulOX

























Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ft'2)
REAL*4 average bulk modulus
REAL*4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (ibm/ft'3)
REAL*4 diameter of pipe section (ft)
COMPLEX*8 admittance looking toward tank
INTEGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 flag for subroutine fuel or lox
INTEGER*2 tank number
INTEGER*2 flag indication fuel or lox
INTEGER*2 unit number of piping data file
INTEGER*2 unit number of working file
REAL*4 bulk modulus of manifold (Ibf/ftA2)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of tank (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (ibm/sec)
INTEGER*2 maximum number of iterations for split pipe
INTEGER*2 previous maximum number of iterations
INTEGER*2 number of lines from tank
INTSGER*2 number of identical lines














inductance of pipe section
first parameter of pipe description
second parameter of pipe description
third parameter of pipe description
fourth parameter of pipe description
fifth parameter of pipe description
current frequency
pipe section type
number of pipe sections
number of unique lines from pipe split
volume of tank (ft'3)



















title from data file
SUBROUTinE GEIKS























Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 fuel line number
INTEGER*2 lox line number
INYSGER*2 engine number
REAL*4 complex part of K(jw)
REAL*4 real part of K(jw)
REAL*4 complex part of K(jw, GOX)
REAL*4 real part of K(jw, GOX)
REAL*4 ccm_31ex part of K(jw,GF)
REAL*4 real part of K(jw,GF)
REAL*4 complex part of K(jw, GOX,GF)
REAL*4 real part of K(jw, GOX,GF)












work array for complex part of K(jw)
work array for complex part of K(jw,GOX)
work array for ccmplex part of K(jw, GF)
work array for complex part of K(jw,GOX,GF)
do loop index
pointer
work array for real part of K(jw)
work array for real part of K(jw, GOX)
work array for real part of K(jw,GF)
work array for real part of K(jw, GOX,GF)
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SUBROUTINE GEIM
_termines location of _ to_plott_
Commons SETUP
Variables in Argument List
I INTEGER*2 fuel line pointer
J INTI_ER*2 lox line pointer
M INTEGER*2 plot pointer
Local Variables
II INII_ER*2 do loop index
JJ _ER*2 do loop index
SUBROUTINE GINERT






Variables in Argument I/st
REAL*4 angle of bend (degrees)




REAL*4 coefficient array for inertance fit
HHSECT
Computes plot coordinates for Helmholtz resonator
Ccmmons PIPPXY




















diameter of opening (ft)
type plot element
pointer to element
length of opening (ft)
description of plot element





































Variables in Argument List
OOMPLEX*8 admittance looking toward tank
INTEGER*2 flag for subroutine fuel or lox
INTEGER*2 unit number of lox data file
INYSGER*2 unit number of lox work file
CCMPLEX*8 current frequency
Local Variables
CHAR*I response to question











Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 characteristic rocket velocity (ft/sec)
REAL*4 change in velocity with mixture ratio (ft/sec)
_ER*2 unit number for CONST data
INTEGER*2 number of engines
REAL*4 mixture ratio
REAL*4 transport lag (sec)
REAL*4 characteristic time constant (sec)














name of variable to be modified
value of variable to be modified
array of names (lower case)












Variables in Argument List
INTEGER*2 unit number of engine data file














name of variable to be modified
value of variable to be modified
array of names (lower case)
array of names (upper case)
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SUBROUTINE MODIFY













































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ftlsec)
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ft'2)
REAL*4 average bulk modulus
REAL*4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (Ibm/ftA3)
REAL*4 diameter of pipe section (ft)
INTEGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 tank number
INTEGER*2 unit number of fuel or lox file
REAL*4 bulk modulus of manifold (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of tar_ (ibf/ft_2)
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (lhm/sec)
INTEGER*2 maximum number of iterations for split pipe
INlaYER*2 previous maximum number of iterations
INTEGER*2 number of lines from tank
INTEGER*2 number of identical lines
REAL*4 capacitance of pipe section
REAL*4 inductance of pipe section
REAL*4 first parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 second parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 third parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fourth parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fifth parameter of pipe description
INTSGER*2 pipe section type
INTEGER*2 number of pipe sections
REAL*4 number of unique lines from pipe split
CHAR*20 title from input file
REAL*4 volume of tank (ftA3)






































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL* 4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (ibm/ft^3)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of tank (ibf/ft_2)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (lhm/sec)
INTEGER*2 number of tanks
















name of variable to be modified
value of variable to be modified
array of names (lowercase)





























Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 characteristic rocket velocity (ft/sec)
REAL*4 change in velocity with mixture ratio (ft/sec)
CDMPLEX*8 admittance of fuel line looking _ tank
COMPLEX*8 admittance of lox line looking toward tank
INTEGER*2 flag indicating presence of fuel line
INTEGER*2 flag indicating presence of lox line
REAL*4 mixture ratio
OOMPLEX*8 cc_plex frequency
REAL*4 transport lag (sec)






















complex part of K(jw)
complex part of K(jw, GOX)
complex part of K(jw, GF)
complex part of K(jw, GOX, GF)
real part of K (9w)
real part of K(jw, GOX)
real part of K(jw, GF)






































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 speed of sound in the fluid (ft/sec)
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ft'2)
REAL*4 average bulk modulus
REAL*4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 tank capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (lhm/ft'3)
REAL*4 diameter of pipe section (ft)
INTEGER*2 engine number
INTEGER*2 tank number
INI_GER*2 unit number of fuel or lox file
REAL*4 bulk modulus of manifold (ibf/ft_2)
REAL*4 bulk _odulus of tank (ibf/ft'2)
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 flow rate through pipe (lhm/sec)
INTEGER*2 maximum number of iterations for split pipe
INYEGER*2 previous maximum number of iterations
INII_ER*2 number of lines from tank
INTEGER*2 number of identical lines
REAL*4 capacitance of pipe section
REAL*4 inductance of pipe section
REAL*4 first parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 second parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 third parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fourth parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fifth parameter of pipe description
INTEGER*2 pipe section type
INTEGER*2 number of pipe sections
REAL*4 number of unique lines from pipe split
C_AR*20 title from input file
REAL*4 volume of tank (ft'3)










































Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 area of pipe section (ft^2)
REAL*4 average bulk modulus
REAL*4 manifold capacitance
REAL*4 density of fluid (lhm/ft'3)
REAL*4 diameter of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 bulk modulus of manifold (ibf/ftA2)
REAL*4 length of pipe section (ft)
REAL*4 capacitance of pipe section
REAL*4 inductance of pipe section
REAL*4 first parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 second parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 third parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fourth parameter of pipe description
REAL*4 fifth parameter of pipe description
INTEGER*2 pipe section type
REAL*4 volume of manifold (ftA3)
Local Variables
REAL*4 area of pipe
REAL*4 diameter of pipe
REAL*4 gravitational constant (ikm_ft/ibf-sec'2)
REAL*4 mathematical constant
REAL*4 length of pipe
STSECT







Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 diameter of segment (ft)
INTEGER*2 type plot element
INTEGER*2 pointer to element
REAL*4 length of segment (ft)
























INTEGER*2 do loop index
speed of sound in the fluid (ftlsec)
tank capacitance
density of fluid (Ibm/ft'3)
unit number of fuel or lox file
bulk modulus of tank (Ibf/ft'2)
flow rate through pipe (lhm/sec)
number of tanks












Variables in Argument List
REAL*4 diameter of tuned stub (ft)
INTEGER*2 type plot element
INTEGER*2 pointer to element
REAL*4 length of tuned stub




Reads input for input modification
Variables in Argument List
NAME(8) (]_R*I name of input variable
VALUE RFgiL*4 value of input variable
Local Variables
BLK CHAR*I ' '
CARD (80) (]_AR*I card image
C_(3) C_AR*I 'E', 'N', 'D'
CCMMA C_AR* i ' 'I
CITT (5) (_AR*I 'T', 'I','T','L' ,'E'
DCARD (_AR*80 card image
E CHAR* 1 'E'
FRACT REAL*4 fractional part of number
I INTEGER*2 do loop index
ICOUNT INTSGER*2 position counter
ID INTEGER*2 position counter
II INTEGER*2 position counter
J INTEGER*2 do loop index
JJ INTEGER*2 position counter
LE C_AR*I 'e'
L_ (3) C_AR*I 'e', 'n' ,'d'
LTIT(5) (_AR*I 't', 'i' ,'t','i', 'e'
MINUS CHAR* 1 '- '
N_4BER(10) CHAR*I '0', 'I' ,'2' ,'3','4' ,'5' ,'6'
PERIOD (_AR*I '.'
PLUS C_AR*I '+'
POUND CHAR*I '# '
QUEST CHAR*I '?'
SIGN REAL*4 sign of number or exponent


























Program to calculate values for a Nyquist plot using no fuel or
lox lines, fuel line only, lox line only, or fuel and lox lines















INTEGER*2 IHR, IMIN, ISEC, II00, IYR, IMON, IDAY
(_ARACTER*2 AM, PM,AP
/EPARAM/MENG, TFIDW (25),PC_4B (25),DPRDR(25), PMRAT (25)
INTEGER SEQMNF(25),SECI_F(75,25),NOI/]/F(25),I_GF(25), ITANKF(25),
* LOPOLF (25),LOPI_[F(25)
REAL   NF(25),KTANKF(25),LFUm (25),LF(V5,25)
/FPARAM/MLINEF, SPLITF (25) ,AF(25), (IMANF(25),CTANKF(25),
* D_SF(25) ,KMANF,KTANKF, _,VOLF (25) ,VOLMFF (25),
* AREAF(75,25) ,DIAF(75,25),LF,PINDF (75,25),
* PCAPF (75,25) ,AVGKF (25),
* SE_NF, SECTNF, NOLINF, I_NGF, ITANKF, IDPOLF, LOP_rF
INTEGER SEQ4NO(25) ,SECI_O(75,25) ,NOLINO(25) ,IENGO(25) ,ITANKO(25),
* LOPOLO (25),LOPENO (25)
REAL KMANO(25) ,KTANKO (25),I/7_OW0(25) ,LO(75,25)
CIAMM_N /OPARAM/M[H2/EO,SPLITO(25) ,AO(25) ,C2_K9(25) ,CF3LNKO(25),
* DENSO (25),KMANO, KTANKO, _, VOID (25),VOI/KFO(25),
* AREAO (75,25), DIAO (75,25) ,ID,PINDO (75,25),
* PCAPO (75,25) ,AVGKO (25),
* SE_NO, SECTNO, NOLINO, I_GO, ITANKO, IDPOID, LOP_O
COMPLEX S,GF(25),GOX(25)
RE L KiR(1001), R(I001), R(I001), C(I001), C(I001), C(I001)
REAL K4R (i001),K4C (i001), KW (i001)
_N /_3RKI/KIR, KIC,K2R, K2C,K3R,K3C,K4R,K4C,DL_YI (3392)










(XlMMDN /WCATIT/TITLE, TITLF, I_R, IMIN,AP, IYR, IMON, IDAY
/WCAOUT/m_XN
COMMON /FACIDR/SFAC
INTES_ SE_N, SECTN (150)
OOV_DN /SEYJP/PIPEI (150), PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150) ,PIPE4 (150),
* N_qGF (25),NTANKF (25),NLINEF(25),NSPF (25), ILINEF,
* N_qGO (25),NTANKO (25),NLIN_D(25),NSPO (25), ILINED,
* SE_MN, SECIN
DATA AMI 'AM' I ,I_I '_' I
FORMAT(A20, IX, I2.2, ': ',I2.2,A2,4X, I2.2, '-' ,I2.2, '-', I2.2)
OP_ (17 ,FORM=' _itI,,IA_ ' )
OPEN (UNIT=I4, FILE= 'NYQ. OUT ')
CALL GEITIM(IHR, IMIN, ISEC, II00)







































































WRITE(*,' (A) ')' If you want frequency in rad/sec, hit enter.'
WRITE(*,' (A\) ')' If you want it in Hertz, enter "H". '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'H' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'h') SFAC=6.283185
CONTINUE
WRITE (*, '(A\) ')' Do you have FUEL data? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS





WRITE(*, '(A\) ')' Do you have LOX data? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS





IF (IF6EL. BQ. 0.OR. ILOX. EQ. 0)













IF (IFUEL. EQ. 0) THIN
IGONE=2
CALL FUEL(S,GF, ii, 16, IGONE)
H2_DIF
IF (ILOX. EQ. 0) THEN
IGONE=2
CALL LOX (S,GOX, i0,15, IGONE)
HNDIF
IGONE=0
WRITE(*,*)' Are the following variables in a file? (Y/N) '
WRITE(*,*) ' '















CHARACTERISTIC TIME CONSTANT '
<_ANGE IN VELOCITY WITH MIXTURE RATIO '
!
')ANS
'N' .OR. ANS .EQ. 'n') THEN
WRITE(*,*) ' File BUFFY.DOG will be created '
OP_ (UNIT=-12, FILE= 'BUFFY. DOG ')
VARI=' BUFFY. DOG '
WRITE(*,*) 'Enter values for VARIABLES as listed above.'
DO 24 I=I,M_gG
22 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,'('' for engine #'',I2)')I
READ (*,*, ERR=23)TAUT (I),C2TAR(I),RBAR(I), THETAC (I),DCDR(I)
WRITE(12, '(IP5EI5.5) ')TAUT(I) ,_(I) ,RBAR(I), THETAC (I), DCDR(I)
GO TO 24
23 CONTINUE




WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Is the name of the file CONST.RLN? (Y/N) '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'N' .OR.ANS.BQ. 'n')
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Enter name of file with VARIABLES data '
READ(*, '(A) ')VARI
ELSE








WRITE(*,*)' Enter 20 character title'
READ(*, '(A) ')TITLF




IF (SFAC. EQ. i. 0) THEN
WRITE(*,*)' Enter range of frequencies in rad/sec '
ELSE
WRITE(*,*) ' Enter range of frequencies in Hertz '
_DIF
WRITE(*,*)' Low freq, high freq, #pts'
WRITE(*,*)' i001 = Maximt_ number of points'
READ (*, *, ERR=29) LFREQ, HFREQ, PTS
IF (LFREQ. LE. 0.0) LFRSQ=I. 0E-5









SSIZEI=0. i* (HFREQ-LFREQ) / (NPTS-I)
SSIZE2=0.3* (HYREQ-_)/NPTS
IF (3*NPTS. EQ. PTS) TH_q
SSIZE3=0.6* (HFREQ-LFREQ)/NPTS
ELSEIF (3*NPTS. EQ. PTS-I)
SSIZE3=0.6* (HFREQ-_) I (NPTS+I)
ELSEIF (3*NPTS. EQ. PTS-2)
SSIZE3=0.6* (HFREQ-LFREQ) / (NFI_+2)
ENDIF
ELSE
SSIZEI= (HYREQ-LFREQ) / (PTS-I)
NPTS=PTS
_qDIF
IF (IFUEL. EQ. 0.OR. ILOX. EQ. 0) THEN
IF(IFUEL.NE. 0) THEN
c_L _T(_X)






WRITE(*,*) ' Please wait while computations proceed. '
w=_
WRITE(14, '(IX,A/) ')TITLE
IF (IFUEL. NE. 0 .AND. ILOX. NE. 0)
* WRITE(14, '(/4X,' 'FREQ.'',7X, ''KI(R)'',7X, ''KI(I) '') ')
IF(IFUEL.EQ.0.AND.ILOX.NE.0) WRITE(14,' (/4X,' 'FREQ.' ',7X,
* ''KI(R)'',7X, ''KI(I) ''5X,' '_qS.'',4X, ''K3(R)'' ,7X, ''K3(I) ''/) ')
IF(IYI/EL.NE.0.AND.ILOX.EQ.0) WRITE(14, '(/4X, ''FREQ. '',7X,
* ''KI(R)'' ,7X, ''KI(I) ''5X,' 'ENG.'',4X, ''K2(R) '',7X, ''K2(I) ''/) ')
IF (IFUEL. EQ. 0.AND. ILOX. EQ. 0)
WRITE(14,' (/4X,' 'FREQ.'' ,7X,' 'KI(R) '',7X,' 'KI(I) '') ')
WRITE(14,' (5X,' '_G.'' ,2X,' 'K2 (R) '',7X,' 'K2 (I) '',7X,' 'K3 (R) '',7X,
* ''K3(I)'',7X, ''K4(R) '',7X, ''K4(I) ''/) ')
_DIF
DO 31 K=I,PTS
IF (K. LE. NPTS) THEN
IF(K.GT. i) W=W+SSIZEI











IF (IFUEL.EQ.0) CALLFUEL(S,GF,Ii, 16,IGONE)




WRITE(*, *) ' Enter graph selection '
WRITE(*,*)' '
WRITE (*, *) ' 1 Nyquist plot independent of fuel or lox. '
IF (ILOX. EQ. 0)
* WRITE(*,*)' 2 Nyquist plot independent of fuel.'
IF (IFUEL. EQ. 0)
* WRITE (*, *) ' 3 Nyquist plot independent of lox. '
IF (IIOX. EQ. 0.AND. IFUEL. _Q. 0)
* WRITE(*,*)' 4 Nyquist plot with fuel and lox.'
WRITE(*,*)' 5 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel or lox. '
IF(_X._.0)
* WRITE(*,*) ' 6 Phase-Gain plot independent of fuel. '
IF (IFUEL. EQ. 0)
* WRITE(*,*)' 7 Phase-Gain plot independent of lox.'
IF (_X. EQ.0.AND.I_EL. EQ.0)
* WRITE(*,*)' 8 Phase-Gain plot with fuel and lox.'




IF(ANS.EQ. '9') GO TO 49
IF(ANSI(2:2) .HE. ' '.OR.ANS.EQ. '0')
WRITE(*,*)' Number must be between 1 and 9, TRY AGAIN'
GO TO 32
_DIF
IF (ILOX. EQ. i) TH_N
IF(ANS.EQ. '2' .OR.ANS.EQ. '4' .OR.ANS.EQ. '6' .OR.ANS.EQ. '8') THIN




IF (IFUEL. EQ. i)
IF (ANS. _. '3' .OR.ANS.EQ. '4' .OR.ANS.GE. '7') TH_N




CALL GEITIM(IHR, IMIN, ISEC, Ii00)
CALL GEIDAT (IYR, IMON, IDAY)
IYR=-IYR-1900











IF (ANS. EQ. 'i')
K=I
CALL GETKS (PTS,K, 0,0,KIR,K2R,K3R,K4R,KIC,K2C,K3C,K4C)
A/_I/:'Y(KIR, F,_IC,I:'I'S,1 NTA/KKF (1) ,NTA/KKO (1) ,K)
ELSEIF (ANS. EQ.' 2' ) THEN
IF (ILINEO. EQ. I) THEN
J=l
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)' The following LOX lines are available'
WRITE(*,' (/'' Line # Tank # Engine #' '/) ')
DO 33 J=I,ILINEO
WRITE(*,' (I5,II0,Ill) ')J,NTANKO(J) ,NI_GO(J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE(*, '(/'' Enter line # to be plotted "\) ')
READ(*,*) J
IF (J. LE. 0. OR. J. GT. ILINEO) THEN





CALL GETKS (PTS,K, 0,J,KIR,K2R,K3R,K4R, KIC,K2C,K3C,K4C)





WRITE(*,*)' The following FUEL lines are available'
WRITE(*,'(/" Line # Tank # Engine #''/)')
DO 35 I=I,ILINEF
WRITE(*,' (I5, Ii0,Ill) ')I,NTANKF(I),NENGF(I)
CONTINUE
OONTINUE
WRITE(*, '(/'' Enter line # to be plotted ''\) ')
RFAD(*,*) I
IF (I. LE. 0. OR. I. GT. ILINEF) THI]_





CALL GETKS(PTS,K, I, 0,KIR, K2R,K3R, K4R,KIC,K2C,K3C, K4C)
CALL ALLPT(K3R, K3C,PrS, 3,NTANKF(I),NTANKO(1),K)
ELSEIF (ANS. EQ. '4')
IF (ILINEF. EQ. i) THEN
I=l
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)' The follcwing FUEL lines are available'






WRITE(*,' (/'' Enter line # to be plotted "\) ')
READ(*,*)I
IF (I. LE.0.OR.I. GT.ILINEF) THEN








WRITE(*,*) ' The following LOXlines are available'
WRITE(*,'(/'' Line # Tank # Engine #' '/) ')
NOXY=0
DO39 J=I,ILINEO
IF (N_GO(J) .NE.K) GOTO 39








WRITE(*,' (/'' Enter line # to be plotted ''\) ')
READ(*,*)J
IF (J. LE.0. OR. J. GT. ILIN]9_. OR. NENGO (J) .NE.K) THe{





CALL GETKS (PTS,K, I,J,KIR,K2R,K3R,K4R,KIC,K2C,K3C,K4C)
IF(K.NE. 0) CALL AI/2T(K4R,K4C,PTS,4,NTANKF(I) ,NTANKO(J) ,K)
ELSEIF(ANS._Q. '5') THe{
K=I
CALL GETKS (PTS, K, 0, 0,KIR, K2R, K3R, K4R, KIC, K2C, K3C, K4C)
CALL PNYQ(KIR, KIC,KW, PTS, I,NTANKF(1) ,NTANKO(1) ,K)
EISEIF (ANS. EQ. '6 ')
IF (ILINEO. EQ. i)
J=l
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)' The following LOX lines are available'
WRITE(*,' (/'' Line # Tank # Engine #' '/) ')
DO 41 J=I,ILINEO
WRITE(*,' (I5,II0,Ill) ')J,NTANKO(J) ,N_qGO(J)
41 CZ)NIZ]TOE
42 CONYINt_
WRITE(*, '(/'' Enter line # to be plotted ''\) ')
READ(*,*) J

















WRITE(*,*)' The following FUELlines are available'





WRITE(*,'(/'' Enter line # to be plotted "\)')
READ(*,*)I
IF (I. LE.0.OR.I .GT.ILINEF)






CALL pNYQ(K3R,K3C,KW,PTS, 3,NTANKF(I) ,NTANKO(1) ,K)




WRITE(*,*)' The following FUEL lines are available'
WRITE(*,'(/'' Line # Tank # Engine #''/)')
DO 45 I=I,ILINEF
WRITE(*, '(I5, Ii0, Ill)')I,NTANKF(I),NE_GF (I)
OONTINUE
OONTINUE
WRITE(*,'(/'' Enter line # to be plotted "\)')
READ(*,*) I
IF (I. LE. O. OR. I.GT. ILINEF)





IF (ILINEO. EQ. i) THEN
J=l
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)' The following LOX lines are available'
WRITE(*, '(/'' Line # Tank # Engine #' '/) ')
NOXY=0
DO 47 J=I,ILINEO
IF (NI_qGO (J) .NE.K) GO TO 47
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WRITE(*,'(/'' Enter line # to be plotted "\) ')
READ(*,*)J
IF (J. LE.0.OR.J. GT._. OR.N_GO(J) .NE.K)










WRITE(*,*)' Enter E to exit,'
WRITE(*,*)' F to run new frequency range,'
WRITE(*,*) ' C to run a new case, '
WRITE(*, ' (A\) ' ) ' N to read new files. '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS















WRITE(*,' (A\) ') ' Do you wish to modify CDNST file.? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF (ANS. EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y')
CALL MODCON (12 ,VARI, M_G, TAUT, CSTAR, RBAR, THETAC, DCDR)
ELSE
WRITE(*,' (A\) ') ' Do you wish to rewind CDNST file.? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y') REWIND 12
DO 50 I=I,M_qG


























WRITE(*,*)' You did not enter E, F, C, or N. Try again.'
GO TO 49
E_D












I FORMAT(15X, ' ',17X)
2 FORMAT(7X, 'Eng. #' ,I2,3X, 'LOX TANK #' ,I2,8X)
3 FORMAT(7X, 'Eng. #' ,I2,3X, 'FUEL TANK #' ,I2,7X)






IF (WHOLD (I) •GT. RMAX) RMAX=WHOLD (I)
IF(WHOLD(I) .LT.RMIN) RMIN=WHOLD(I)
IF (GHOI/) (I). GT. IMAX) IMAX=GHOLD (I)
IF (GHOLD (I). LT. IMMIN) IMMIN=GHOLD (I)
21 OONTINUE
CALL iC_E_ (RMIN, _AX, _AX, _)





IF (ITYPE.EQ.2) WRITE(_GTNK,2) ING,ITO
IF (ITYPE.EQ.3) WRITE(_GTNK,3)ING,ITF
IF (ITYPE.EQ.4) WRITE(ENGTNK,4) ING,ITF, ITO
IF (NMODE.Q.6) THEN
CALLsettextposition( 2, i, s)
CALL OUTn_T (_S_a)
ELSE

























































READ (*,*) ! Wait for _fER key to be pressed
dummy = setvidecmode( $DEFAULq_4ODE )
END
_m_E n2_T (_OX)
Supervises plot of piping
_N /EPARAM/M_qG,TFLOW(25) ,_(25) ,DPROR(25) ,PMRAT(25)
INYSGER S_MNF (25) ,SECTNF(75,25),NOLINF(25), I_GF(25), ANK (25),
* LOPOLF (25),LOP_F (25)
REAL KMANF(25) ,KTANKF(25) ,L_(25) ,LF(75,25)
CC_ /FPARAM/MLINEF, SPLITF(25),AF(25),(IMANF(25),CTANKF(25),
. D_SF (25),KMANF,KTANKF,_,VOLF (25) ,VOI/KFF(25),
. AREAF (75,25) ,DIAF(75,25),LF,PINDF(75,25),
. PCAPF (75,25),AVGKF (25),
. SE_qF, SECFNF, NOLINF, I_4GF, ITANKF, LOPOLF, LOP_NF
/FOPIPE/PIPEIF (75,25), PIPE2F (75,25), PIPE3 F (75,25),
. PIPE4F (75,25), PIPE5F (75,25)
INTEGER SEGMNO(25) ,S_(75,25),NOLINO(25), IENGO(25), ITANKO(25),
* LOPOLO (25),LOP_]_O(25)
REAL KMANO(25) ,KTANKO(25) ,LF_(25) ,LO(75,25)
CCMMON /OPARAM/_,SPLITO(25),AO(25),(_4ANO(25),CTANKO(25),
. D_SO (25),KMANO, K_ANKO, _,VOLO (25),VOIMFO (25),
. AREAO (75,25) ,DIAO(75,25),ID,PINDO(75,25),
. PCAPO (75,25),AVGKO (25),
. SE_NO, SECINO, NOLINO, I_GO, ITANKO, LOPOLO, LOP_O
INYHGER SE_N, SECTN (150)
_N /SETUP/PIPE1 (150),PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150) ,PIPE4 (150),
. NI]qGF(25),NTANKF (25) ,NLINEF(25) ,NSPF(25), ILINEF,







NENGF (_) =I_GF (IPF)






N_GF (ILINEF) =I_GF (J)









IF(SPLITO (I).EQ. 0.0) THEN
ILIN_O=ILINEO+I






N_GO (ILINEO) =I_GO (J)











WRITE(*,*) ' The following FUEL limes may be plotted'
WRITE(*, '(/'' Line # Tank # Engine #' '/) ')
DO 26 I=I,ILINEF
WRITE(*,' (15,no, Ill) ')I,_(1) ,N_GF (1)
26 agNTINUE
27 CONTINUE
WRITE(*, '(/'' Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot
READ(*,*)IPIDYF
IF(_OTF.LE. O)
IF (IPIDTF. GT. ILINEF)








WRITE(*,*) ' The following LOX lines my be plotted'
WRITE(*, '(I'' Line # Tank # Engine #' 'I) ')
NOXY=0
DO 28 I=l,_











WRITE(*,'(/'' Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot "\)')
READ(*,*)IPLOIO
IF(n no. . 0)
IF (IpIXylD.GT. _. OR. HHNGO (IPLOTO) .NE.K) THIN










SEm =SE N+SEm F (I)
R_HIND 16




















CALL PIPPLOT (SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, ILOX,




























CALL PIPPLOT (SE_4N, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, II/)X,
* NTA_KO (IPUn_), NENGO (IPZOTO), 'B')








CALL getvideoconfig( screen )
SELECT CASE ( screen, adapter )
CASE( $OGA, $OCGA )
dummy = setvideomode( $MRES4OOLOR )
CASE( $EGA, $OEGA )
dummy = setvideomode( $ERESCOLOR )
CASE( $VGA, $OVGA )




CALL getvideoconfig( screen )
fourcolors = .TRUE.
IF ( dunm_ .EQ. 0 ) fourcolors = .FALSE.
SmROUn_E _L_ (_OX)
Determines fuel line to be plotted
COMMON /EPARAM/M_qG,TFLOW(25),P(_MB(25),DPROR(25),PMRAT(25)




, DENSF (25) ,KMANF, KTANKF, _,VOLF (25) ,VOI/KFF(25),
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* AREAF (75,25), DIAF (75,25), LF, PINDF (75,25),
* PCAPF (75,25) ,AVGKF (25),
* SEGMNF, SECINF, NOLINF, II_GF, ITANKF, LOPOLF, LOP_/F
OOMMON /FOPIPE/PIPEIF(75,25) ,PIPE2F(75,25) ,PIPE3F(75,25),
* PIPE4F (75,25), PIPE5F (75,25)
INTEGER SBGMN, SECTN (150)
OOMMON /SETUP/PIPE1 (150), PIPE2 (150), PIPE3 (150), PIPFA (150),
* N_qGF(25) ,NTANKF(25),NLINEF(25),NSPF (25), ILINEF,







NI_GF (ILINEF) =IENGF (IPF)












IPF=IPF+SPLITF (I) + 1
22
23 OONTINUE
IF (ILINEF. EQ. i)
IPLOTF=-I
ELSE
WRITE(*,*) ' The following FUEL lines may be plotted'
WRITE(*, '(/'' Line # Tank # Engine #' '/) ')
DO 24 I=I,ILINEF
WRITE(*,' (I5, II0, Ill) ')I,NTANKF (1) ,NI_GF (I)
24 CONTINUE
25 CONTINUE
WRITE(*, '(/" Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot ''\) ')
READ (*, *) IPLOTF
IF (IPLOTF. LE. 0) REIX/RN
IF (IPLOTF. GT. ILINEF)











READ (16 )PIPEIF, PIPE2F, PIPE3 F, PIPE4 F, PIPE5F
DO 26 L=I,SEGMNF(I)
K=K+ 1
SECTN (K) =SECTNF (L, I)
PIPE1 (K)=PIPEIF (L, I)
PIPE2 (K) =PIPE2F (L, I)
PIPE3 (K) =PIPE3F (L, I)




DO 27 L=I, SEGMNF (J)
K=K+ 1
SECTN (K) =SECTNF (L,J)
PIPE1 (K) =PIPEIF (L,J)
PIPE2 (K) =PIPE2F (L,J)
PIPE3 (K) =PIPE3F (L, J)
PIPE4 (K)=PIPE4F (L, J)
27 CONTINUE
_DIF
CALL PIPPLOT (SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, ILOX,
, NTANKF (_) ,NI_GF (IPLOTF), 'A')
GO TO 23
END
SUBR0Unm_ LABANG (XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX)







INTEGER*2 IHR, IMIN, IYR, IMON, IDAY
(_9_ACTER* 2 AP







REAL*8 XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, XP, YP
f_ARACTER* 6 YLO, YHI
(_ARACTER*7 XHI
DATA YLO/' -180 ° '/
DATA YHI/' 180 ° '/
i _ORMAT (_. i)
2 FORMAT (F7.2)





rows = screen, numtextrows
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6) THEN
CALL settextposition( I, i, s)
ELSE
CALL settextposition( 0, 20, s)
I_DIF
CALL OUTrEXT (T'n'T_,E)
dum_y--rectangle_w( $GBORDER, XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX)
_/4




CALL OUITEXT(' Phase Angle')
_CDIF
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6)
CALL SETTEXTPOSITION (rows/2-1, 18, s)
CALL OtTITEXT( 'freq')
ELSE
CALL SEITEXTPOSITION (rows/2-1,35, s)
_(SFAC.BQ.i.0) _m_
CALL OUITEXT( ,Frequency - rad/sec')
ELSE




IF (NMODE. EQ. 6)
CALL S_IT_2CI'_OSITION (3, i, s)
CALL O_(_)





ELSEIF (NMODE. EQ. 16)








CALL S_I'I'sxI'_OSITION (2, I0, s)
CALL O_ (Y_)















EiSEIF (HI.GE. 0.01) TH_
i_,_,-_ (XHI, 2) HI
ELSEIF (HI.GE. 0.001)
WRITE(XHI,3)HI
ELSEIF (HI.GE. 0.0001) THEN
WRITE (XHI, 4)HI





CALL S_SITION (row,ILOC, s)
CaLL o_(x_)
IIDC_-IL0C+IDEL


















INTEGER*2 IHR, IMIN, IYR, IMON, IDAY
CHARACTER* 2 AP
























rows -- screen, ni_fcextrows
dummy = rectangle_w( $GBORDER, XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX )
_ows/4
CALL SEITEXTPOSITION (row, 5, s)
CAiL OUITEXT('Gain ')
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6) THEN
CALL S_ri_xr_0SITION (rows/2-1, 18, s)
CALL OUITE_( 'freq')
CALL S_I'r_xr_OSITION (rows, 16, s)
ELSE
CALL SEITEXTPOSITION (rows/2-1,35, s)
IF (SFAC. EQ. i. 0)
CALL OUITEXT( ,Frequency - rad/sec')
ELSE
CALL OUTYEXT ('Frequency - Hertz ')
_NDIF
CALL SEITEXTPOSITION(rows, 39, s)
I_DIF
IF (ITYPE. BQ. I) CALL OUITEXT (' K(jw) ')
IF(ITYPE.EQ.2) CALL OUITEXT(' K(jw,Gox) ')
IF(ITYPE.EQ.3) CALL OUITEXT(' K(jw, Gf) ')
IF(ITYPE.EQ.4) CALL OUITEXT('K(jw,Gox,Gf)')
WRITE (YLO, 7) YMIN
mu-rE (Yi-ii,7) X_,IAX
CALL GEITEXTPOSITION (s)
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6) TH]_
CALL SEITEXTPOSITION (3,1, s)
CALL _(YH_)





ELSEIF (NMODE. EQ. 16)
S_SITION (3, i0, s)
CALL _(YHI)






CALL S_I.r_ri_DSITION (2, I0, s)
CALL O_ (YHI)















ELSEIF (HI.GE. 0.01) THE_
WRITE(XHI,2)HI









CALL S_rr_xfPOSITION (row, ILOC, s)
CALL _(X_)
IIDC_-ILOC+IDEL
IF(I.EQ.ILO.OR.I.EQ.IHI) GO TO 21









SL_R05TINE _ (XMIN,XMAX, YMAX, YMIN)
Sets up lower plotting window
INCLUDE 'FGRAPH. FD'
INII_ER*2 dummy















cols = screen, numtextcols
rows = screen, numtehCurows
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6) THEN
CALL setviewport ( 50, yheight - 30, xwidth - 20, i0 )
ELSE
CALL setviewport( I00, yheight - 50, xwidth - 50, 40 )
_3IF
CALL settextwindow( 0, i, rows, cols)
dum_ = setwindow(.TRUE. ,X_N, YMIN,XMAX,YMAX)
CALL clearscreen( _ )
S_D
SmaOUnNE _LOT (_X)
Determines lox line to be plotted
_N /EPARAM/M_qG,TFLOW(25),PC_MB(25),DPROR(25),PMRAT(25)
INTEGER SEG_4NO (25), SECTNO (75,25), NOLINO (25), I_GO (25), ITANKO (25),
* LOPOLO (25), iOP_O (25)
REAL KMANO(25) ,KTANKO(25) ,LFLOWO (25) ,LO(75,25)
/OPARAM/_, SPLITO (25), AO (25), (]_K) (25), CTANKO (25),
* D_SO(25) ,KMANO,KTANKO, LFLOWO,VOLO (25) ,VOI/KFO (25),
* AREAO (75,25), DIA_3(75,25),LO, PINDO(75,25),
* PCAPO (75,25) ,AVGKO(25),
* SEGMNO, SECTNO, NOLINO, I_GO, ITANKO, LOPOLO, LOP_O
COMMON /FOPIPE/PIPEIO (75,25), PIPE20 (75,25), PIPE30 (75,25),
* PIPE40 (75,25), PIPE50 (75,25)
nV_GER SEGMN,SECTN (150)
COMMON /SEII/P/PIPEI (150), PIPE2 (150), PIPE3 (150), PIPE4 (150),
* NI_GF(25), NTANKF(25),NLINEF(25),NSPF(25), ILINEF,





IF (SPLITO (I). EQ. 0.0)
ILINEO=ILINEO+I
(_) =I_GO (_O)
















IF (ILINEO. EQ. i) THEN
IPI/3TO=I
ELSE
WRITE(*,*)' The following LOX lines may be plotted'
WRITE(*, '(/'' Line # Tank # Engine #' '/) ')
DO 24 I=l,_
WRITE(*,' (I5,Ii0, Ill) ')I,NTANKO (I) ,NI_qGO(I)
24
25 CONTINUE
WRITE(*, '(/'' Enter line # to be plotted, 0 will end plot "\)')
READ (*,*)IPLOTO
IF(IPLOTO.LE. 0) REIXARN
IF (IPLOTO. GT. ILINEO) TEEN




























CALL PIPPLOT (SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, ILOX,
, NTANKO (IPICH'O),N'ENGO(IPICFfO),'B')
IF (ILINEO. EQ. i) REII/RN
GO TO 23
_D
SUBROUTINE NICEGRF (RMIN,RMAX, IMAX, IMMIN, ITYPE)
Plots Nyquist curve






INTSGER*2 IHR, IMIN, IYR, IMON, IDAY
¢_RACTER* 2 AP






REAL*8 IMMIN, IMAX,RMIN, RMAX
REAL*8 XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX
(_I_RACTER* 6 yio, YHI, XLO,XHI
YORMAT (F6.3)





IF (NMODE. BQ. 6) THEN
CALL sette_sition ( 0, I, s)
CALL (Trn )
ELSE
CALL settextposition( 0, 20, s)
CALL OUTrE (Trn )
 DIF
du_y = rectangle_w( $GBORDER, XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX)
r_ows/2
CALL SETYEXTPOSITION(row, I,s)
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6) THEN














SE_SITION (rows-l, 39, s)
O_(' Real')
SEI_SITION (rows, 39, s)
IF(ITYPE. EQ. i) CALL OUITEXT (' K(jw) ')
IF(ITYPE.EQ.2) CALL OLr_(' K(jw,Gox) ')
IF(ITYPE.EQ.3) CALL OUITEXT(' K(jw, Sf) ')






IF (NMODE. EQ. 6)












































SUBRDUTINE PIPPLOT (S_GMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, IIOX,
, ITANK, I_qG, R)
Supervises plot of piping layout
INCLUDE ,FGRAPH. FD'
R_ORD I_ COORDI XY
INTEGER*2 DUMWIL
_N /ARCCON/XC, YC, RAD, ANG, ANGLE
_N iPippxYiX, XH, XL, y,yH, yL, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, SINA, COSA
INTEGER*2 SEGMN,SECTN(75) ,ITYPE(200)
REAL PIPE1 (75) ,PIPE2 (75),PIPE3 (75) ,PIPE4 (75)
REAL*8 X0, XI, X2, X3, Y0, YI, Y2,Y3













ELSEIF (SECTN (I) .GE.3.AND. SECIN (i) .LE.5)























YM AMINI (Y,YL, YH)
YMAX=AMAXI (Y,YL, YH)
DO 21 I=I,SEGMN
IF (SECTN (I) .EQ.0) THEN
bend
CALL BNSECT (J,ITYPE, POINT, PIPE1 (I),PIPE2 (I),PIPE3 (I),PIPE4 (I))
ELSEIF (SECTN (I).EQ. i)
straight section
CALL STSECT(J, ITYPE,POINT, PIPEI (I) ,PIPE2 (I))
ELSEIF (SECTN (I).HQ. 2) THaW
inline accumulator
CALL STSECT(J, ITYPE,POINT,PIPEI (I),PIPE2 (I))
ELSEIF (SECTN (I) .EQ.3)
tuned stub accumulator
CALL TSSECT (J,ITYPE, POINT, PIPE1 (I),PIPE2 (I))
ELSEIF (SECTN (I) .EQ.4) TH]_
helmholtz resonator
CALL HHSECT (J,ITYPE, POINT, PIPE1 (I),PIPE2 (I) ,PIPE3 (I))
ELSEIF (SECTN (I).EQ. 5)
parallel resonator
CALL PLSECT(J, ITYPE, POINT,PIPEI (I),PIPE2 (I) ,PIPE3 (I))
ELSEIF (SECI_ (I).EQ.6)
ptm_






































DL_fL=LINEID_W (Xl, Y1 )





DUMWII_LINE__W (X3, Y3 )
_INI)IF
22 (X_






SUBROUTINE pI__I_T ( J, I'IXPE, I:_]_IT, I._, DIA, VOL)
Computes plot coordinates for parallel resonator
COMMON /PI'PPXY/X, XH, XL, Y, Ytt, YL, XMIlg' xN/_' _4_1' 'B_I_' sIvA ' _SA
CCMMON /ARCOON/XC, YC, RAD, ANG, ANGLE












DIA_I_F ((XH-XL) *'2+ (YH-YL) **2)










CALL STSECT(J, ITYPE,POINT, PLEN,PDIA)




















CALL BNSECT (J,ITYPE, POINT, RADIUS, _/RN, DIA, DIA)
CALL STSECT (J,ITYPE, POINT, SIDE, DIA)












SUBROUTINE PNYQ (KR,KC,KW, PTS, ITYPE, ITF, ITO, ING)














2 FORMAT(7X, 'Eng. #' ,I2,3X, 'LOX TANK #' ,I2,8X)
3 FORMAT(7X, 'Eng. #', I2,3X, 'FOEL TANK #' ,I2,7X)
4 FORMAT('Eng. #,,I2,3X,'FUEL TANK #', I2,2X,'LOX TANK #',I2)
rows = screen, numtextrows
CALL SETPLT
DO 21 I=I,PTS
YR(I) =SQR_ (KR (I) **2+KC (I) *,2)

















DO 23 I=-10, i0
IF(_N.GE. Z) XU_I






IF (XLO. _Q. XHI) XHI=XHI+I. 0
CALL WINDLO (XLO, XHI, YMINR, YMAXR)
CALL IABGAIN (XID, XHI, YMINR, YMAXR, ITYPE)
IF (ITYPE. EQ. I) WRITE (_GTNK, i)
IF (ITYPE. EQ. 2) WRITE (_TNK, 2) ING, ITO
IF (ITYPE. EQ. 3) WRITE (_GTNK, 3) ING, ITF
IF (ITYPE. EQ. 4) WRITE (_, _) ING, ITF, ITO
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6)
CALL settextposition( ROWS/2+1, i, s)
ELSE


























CALL WINDUP (XLO,XHI, YMINC, YMAXC)
CALL iABANG (XLO,XHI, YMINC, YMAXC)
CALL SETI_ (62268)
IF (XMIN.LE. 0.0.AND. XMAX.GE. 0.0)
XP=0.0
YP=-YMI C
CALL _V_m__W (_, _, _)
YP=-YMAXC
ENDIF
IF (YMINC. LE. 0.0.AND. YMAXC- GE- 0.0)
YP=O. 0
XP=-XLO




























IF ( .NOT. fourcolors ())
WRITE (*,*) ' This program requires a CGA,
+ ' VGA graphics card.'
STOP
_DIF




UPPERW (X00, Y00, XII, YII, IIDX, ITANK, II_G, R)
Sets up upper plotting window
INCLUDE 'FGRAPH. FD'
R D IR  O IS
INTEGER*2 dummy









_N /WCATIT/TITLE, TITLF, IHR, IMIN,AP, IYR, IMON, IDAY
REAL*8 X0, Xl, Y0, Y1
C_RACTER* 1 R
FORMAT('_JEL Piping - Tank #
FORMAT(' LOX Piping - Tank #
xwidth = screen.numxpixels
yheight = screen.numypixels
cols = screen, numtextcols






















',I2,' Engine # ',I2)






IF(R .EQ. 'A') _HEN
IF (NMODE.Q.6) THEN
CALLsetviewport ( I0, halfy + I0, xwidth - i0, yheight - i0 )
dummy= setwindow( .TRUE., X0-1.0, Y0-1.0, XI+I. 0, YI+I. 0 )
CALLsettextwindow( (rows / 2 ) + i, i, rows, cols)
ELSE
CALL setviewport ( I0, halfy + i0, xwidth - i0, yheight - I0 )
ckmm_ = setwindow( .TRUE., X0-1.0, Y0-1.0, XI+I.0, YI+I.0 )
CALL settextwindow( (rows / 2 ) + I, 5, rows, cols- 5)
E_3IF
CALL clearscreen( $GWINDOW )
IF(ILOX.EQ.0) dummy = rectangle_w( $GBORDER, X0, Y0, Xl, Y1 )
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6) THEN
CALL S_I'r_xrFOSITION(I, i,S)
ELSE
CALL SEITEXTPOSITION (i, 20, S)
_qDIF
WRITE (FulOX, I) ITANK, I_G
c_L OUTrD_ (_X)
E_DIF
IF(R.EQ. 'B' .OR.ILOX.EQ.I) THEN
IF (NMODE. EQ. 6)
CALL setviewport( i0, 20, xwidth- i0, halfy )
dunmly = setwindow( .TRUE., X0-1.0, Y0-1.0, XI+I.0, YI+I.0 )
CALL settextwindow(0 , i, (rows / 2 ) , cols)
ELSE
CALL setviewport( i0, 25, xwidth- i0, halfy - 5 )
= setwindow ( .TRUE., X0-1.0, Y0-1.0, XI+I. 0, YI+I. 0 )
CALL settextwindow(0 , I, (rows / 2 ) , cols - 5)
E_DIF
CALL cl_s=een( SGWINDOW )
d=_y = r_gle_w( _mO_, X0, Y0, _, YI )
IF (NM_DE. EQ. 6) THEN








CALL SEITEXTPOSITION (2,20, S)
_K)IF
IF (ILOX. EQ. 0) THEN








SUBRO_ WINDLO (XMIN,XMAX, YMIN, YMAX)
Sets up gain window
INCLUDE 'FGRAPH. FD'
INTEGER*2 dtm_





REAL*8 XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, XLEN,













CALL setviewport( 50, halfy + i0, xwidth - 20, yheight - 30 )
ELSE
CALL setviewport ( I00, b_ify + I0, xwidth - 50, yheight - 50 )
_DIF
CALL settextwindow( (rc_4s/ 2 ) + I, i, rows, cols - i)
dungy = setwindow( .TRUE. ,XMINP,YMINP, XMAXP,YMAXP)
CALL clearscreen( SGWINDOW )
m_D
WINDUP (XMIN,XMAX, YMIN, YMAX)
Sets up phase angle window
INCU3DE 'FGRAPH. FD'
INTEGER*2 dummy





REAL*8 XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, XLEN, Y£1N









cols = screen, numtextcols
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rows = screen, numtextrows
halfy = yheight/2
IF (NCOLS.LE.40) THEN
CALLsetviewport( 50, i0, xwidth- 20, halfy- 30 )
ELSE
CALLsetviewport( I00, i0, xwidth - 50, halfy - 50 )
_DIF
CALLsettextwindow( I, i, (rows / 2 ) - i, cols - i)
dum_ = setwindow( .TRUE. ,XMINP,YMINP,XMAXP,YMAXP)







* SEGMN,SECTN,SPLIT,LOP_, PCAP,PIND,I_G, TFLOW,
* NOLINE,IP, ILINE, ITLI]_)
Determines admittance looking _ tank
C_%RACTER*40 TITLE
(_{ARACTER*20 TITLF
INYSGER*2 IHR, IMIN, IYR, IMON, IDAY
(_{_ACTER* 2 AP
(Z_9_DN /WCATIT/TITLE, TITLF, IHR, IMIN, AP, IYR, IMDN, IDAY
_ER SEGMN(25),SECTN(75,25)
INTEGER IENG (25),NOLINE (25)
REAL AREA(75,25),PCAP(75,25),PIND(75,25),L(75,25),LFLOW, ZO(75,25),
* (_9%N(25),DPROR(25), PMRAT(25), ZOR(25) ,TFLOW(25)
(Z]MPLEX G(0:75,25), ZT(0:75,25) ,ZG(0:75,25) ,GOLD(0:75,25) ,GADM(25),




(ZX_EX CTANH, RHS, CFAC, CAPN, CAPM
(_{_RACI_* 13 TYPEL (2)













ELSEIF (SECTN (I,J) .EQ.7)
ZO(I,J)=O. 0
ELSE
ZO (I,J)=SQ_ (PIND (I,J)/PCAP (I,J) )
_DIF
21 CONTI]qUE
IF (I]_G (J) .NE.0)
I_II_S (J)
ZOR (J)=2.0*DPROR (IE)/I/I/3W
IF (J.EQ. IP.AND. SPLIT. EQ. 0.0)
_4ASS--TFLOW (IE)

























IF (SECTN(I, J) .LE. i)















G(I,J)=(I. 0+CTANH (S*TL)/ (ZGEFF*ZO (I,J) ))/(I.O+ZGEFF*
* ZO (I,J) *CTANH (S*TL))
EISEIF (SECTN (I,J) .EQ.2)
inline resonator
S (I,J)=I. 0+PCAP (I,J) *S/ZGEFF
ELSEIF (SECI_ (I,J) .EQ.3)
tuned stub
G (I,J)=i. 0+CTANH (S*SQ_ (PIND (I,J) *PCAP (I,J) ))/ (ZO (I,J) *
* ZGEFF)
EI_EIF (SECTN (I,J). BQ. 4) THEN
helmholtz resonator
G(I, J)=i. 0+S*PCAP (I,J) / (I.0+PIND (I,J) *PCAP (I,J) *S*,2) /ZGEFF
EISEIF (SECTN (I,J) .EQ.5)
parallel resonator
G (I,J) =PIND (I,J) *PCAP (I,J) *S*,2+I. 0
O (I,J)=G(I,J) /(G(I,J)+PIND (I,J)*S*ZGEFF)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I,J) .EQ.6)
pump
S (I,J)= (i.0+PCAP (I,J)*S/ZGEFF) / (I.0+ (PIND (I,J) *S+
* AREA (I,J) )* (PCAP (I,J) *S+ZGEFF) )
ELSEIF (SECTN (I,J) .EQ.7)
S (SEGMN (J),J)=i. O+CMAN (J)*S/ZGEFF
_DIF
G(I,J)=G(I,J) *ZGEFF





IF(SPLIT.NE.0.0.AND.J.EQ.IP) GO TO 25
G (SEGMN (J) +l,J)=i. 0/(I. O+ZOR (J) *G (SE_MN (J) ,J) )
G (SIgGMN (J) +i, J) =G (SEGMN (J) +l,J) *G (SEGMN (J) ,J)
25 CONTINUE
IF(LOPEND.EQ.I.OR.SPLIT.EQ.0.0) GO TO 31
DO 28 J=IP+SPLIT, IP,-I
IF (J. EQ. IP)
LOPHI=SEGMN (J)
ELSE
ZG (SE_4N (J) -l, J) =ZOR (J) / (ZOR (J) *CEAN (J) *S+I. 0)
LOPHI=SEGMN (J) -2
E_DIF
IF (LOPHI. NE. 0)
DO 27 I=LOPHI, I,-I












CFAC=CAPN*CFAC*CEXP (2.0 *S* ZLP/A)
ZG (0,K) = (RHS-ZOEFF* (i. 0-CFAC) )/ (I. O+CFAC)














RHS= (ZOEFF+ZGEFF) * (i. O-CAPN*CAPM*CFAC) *CEXP (S*ZLP/A)
CFAC=C.APN*CFAC*CEXP (2.0*S*ZLP/A)
ZG (I,J) = (RHS-ZOEFF* (i. 0-CFAC) )/ (i. O+CFAC)
ELSEIF (SECIN (I+l, J) .EQ.2)
inline resonator
ZG (I,J) =ZGEFF I (ZGEFF*PCAP (I+l, J) *S+I. 0)
ELSEIF (SECI_ (I+l, J). E_. 3)
tuned stub
ZG (I,J)=ZOEFF/CTANH (S*SQ_ (mIND (I+l, J)*PCAP (I+l, J) ))




ELSEIF (SECI_ (I+l, J). BQ. 4)
helmholtz resonator
ZG (I, J) = (i. 0+mIND (I+l, J) *PCAP (I+l, J) *S*,2) / (PCAP (I+l, J) *S)
ZG(I ,J)= (ZG (I,J) *ZGEFF) / (ZG (I,J)+ZGEFF)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I+l, J) .EQ. 5) THEN
parallel resonator
ZG (I, J) =ZGEFF+PIND (I+l, J) *S/(PIND (I+l, J) *PCAP (I+l, J) *S*,2+
* 1.0)
ELSEIF (SECTN (I+l, J). EQ. 6)
pump
ZG (I, J)=ZGEFF+PIND (I+l, J) *S-AREA (I+l, J)








DO 29 I=l, SE_4N (J)
GDIF=CABS (GOLD (I,J) )
IF (GDIF. NE. 0.0) GDIF--ABS (GDIF-CABS (G (I,J) ))/GDIF
IF (GDIF. GT. ERRP)
n_hD=GDIF
WG__ABS (S (I, J) )




GOLD (I,J) =G (I,J)
29 CONTINUE
30 ODNTINUE
IF(KLOOP.GT.I.AND.ERRP.LT.0.001) GO TO 32
31 CONTINUE
IF(LOPEI_D.I_.I) GO TO 32
IF (IOPEN. EQ. 0)
OPEN (UNIT=-13, FILE= 'SURF. ERR' )
WRITE(13,*) ' '





WRITE(13,'('' jw='',F8.1,'' after'',I3,'' iterations'',
* '' has error of'',F8.3,''% ",A)')




DO 35 J=IP, IP+SPLIT




















G (I,J) =RATPM*G (I, J)
CONTINUE
IF(J._Q.IP.AND.SPLIT.NE.0.0) GO TO 35




SI/BRKErfINE B_DS (PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, VALUE, DIME)
Computes effective straight pipe for bend
REAL LBDD
IB_3=0.0174533*PIPEI*ABS (PIPE2)




DIME=PIPE3 / (GAMMA) **0.25
_D
SUBROUTINE BNSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4)
Computes plot coordinates for a bend
(XlMMON /PIPPXY/X, XH, XL, Y, YH, YL, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, SINA, COSA
C3MMON /ARCCON/XC, YC, RAD, ANG, ANGLE
REAL POINT (8,200)
INTEGER*2 ITYPE (200)
first straight section of bend
IF(PIPE4.NE. 0.0) CALL STSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, PIPE4, PIPE3 )












POINT (I, J) =XC
POINT (2, J) =YC



















































POINT (i, J) =POINT (i, J-l)
POINT (2, J)=POINT C2 ,J-l)
POINT (3,J) =POINT (3, J-l)
POINT(4,J)=POINT(4,J-l)
POINT (5, J) =RAD






XMIN=AKINI (X,XL, XH, XMIN)
XMAX=AMAXI (X,XL, XH, XMAX)
YMIN=AMINI (Y,YL, YH, YMIN)
YMAX=AMAXl (Y,YL, YH, YMAX)





















XMIN=AMINI (X,XL, XH, XMIN)
XMAX= MAX1 (X,XL, XH, XMAX)
YMIN=AMINI (Y,YL, YH, YMIN)
YMAX=AMA (Y,YL, YH, YMAX)
REFJRN
_D
CU_U_ _NCnON C_ (S)





eosm-- SH CL DA)*COS(MU)




OS  EX FUNCnON





SINHR=SINH (LAMDA) *COS (MU)








Evaluates the complex hyperbolic tangent





_N /EPARAM/MENG, TFLDW (25), PCHMB (25), DPROR (25), PMRAT (25)
READ (IUNIT, *)MENG
IF (ME_G. GT. 25)
WRITE(*,*)' Number of engines must be less than 25'
SIDP
I_qDIF
IF (MENG. LE. 0) MENG=I
DO 21 I=I,MENG
READ (IUNIT, *)TFLOW(I) ,PCHMB (I) ,DPROR(I)
PMRAT (I) =P(_9_ (I)/TFLOW (I)
21 CONTINUE
_D
FUEL (S, GF, IUNIT, IUNITP, IGONE)
Handles fuel piping logic
O3MPLEX GF(25) ,S
CCMVK)N /EPARAM/M_qG,_(25) ,PC_MB(25) ,DPROR(25) ,PMRAT(25)
INTEG_ SEC_(25) ,SECTN(75,25) ,NOLINE(25) ,I_]_G(25) ,ITANK(25),
* LOPOLD (25), LOP_ND (25)
REAL KMAN(25) ,KTANK(25) ,LFI/DW(25) ,L(75,25)
_N /FPARAM/MLINE, SPLIT (25) ,A(25) ,(IMAN(25) ,CTANK(25),
* D_S (25),KMAN,KTANK, LFLOW,VOL(25),VOiMF(25),
* AREA(75,25) ,DIA(75,25) ,L, PIND(75,25),
* PCAP (75,25) ,AVGK(25),
* SEGMN, SECTN, NOLINE, I_qG, ITANK, LOPOLD, LOP_qD
(X)MMDN /FOPIPE/PIPEI (75,25), PIPE2 (75,25), PIPE3 (75,25),
* PIPE4 (75,25), PIPE5 (75,25)
(_%RACTER* 24 FUELIN, NAMLIN (2)
CO DN /WCAOUT/ 
(_RACTER* 1 ANS
IF (IGONE. EQ. 2)
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Is the fuel file name FUEL.RIN? (Y/N) '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'N' .AND.ANS.NE. 'n') THEN
OP_ (UNIT=-_, FILE= 'FJEL. RI/_ ')
NAMLIN (I) = 'FUEL. RI/_'
ELSE
WRITE(*, '(A\) ') ' Enter name of file with fuel line data '
READ(*, '(A) ')FUELIN
OP_ (IUNIT, FIIZ=FUELIN )
_NDIF
OP_ (173NITP, FORM= 'UNFORMATI_3 ')
_qDIF
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CCALLFuriOX (S, GF, SBGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5,
* A, AREA, AVGK, C_N, CTANK, DENS, DIA, IENG, IGONE, ITANK,
* IUNIT, IUNITP, KMAN, KTANK, L, IOPEND, LOPOLD, I/IOW, MLIhTE, NOLINE, PCAP,
* PIND, SPLIT,VOL,VOLMF, i)
REFORN
_ND
SUBROUTINE FULOX (S, GF, S_, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5,
* A,AREA,AVGK, CMAN, CTANK, D_S, DIA, I_G, IGONE, ITANK,
* IUNIT, II3gITP, KMAN, KTANK, L, LOPPED, LOPOI/), I2I_W, MLINE, NOLINE, PCAP,
* PIND, SPLIT,VOL,VOiMF, ITLIN)
Handles read, modify, and admittance calls for fuel and lox
/EPARAM/M_qG,TFLOW(25) ,P(_MB (25), DPROR(25) ,PMRAT (25)
INTSGER SE_N(25) ,SECTN(75,25) ,NOLINE(25), IENG(25), ITANK(25),
* LOPOLD (25), LOPEND (25)
REAL KMAN(25),KTANK(25),I/I/3W(25),L(75,25)
REAL SPLIT(25),A(25) ,CFI_g(25) ,CTANK(25),
* D_S (25),VOL(25), VOLMF(25),
* AREA(75,25) ,DIA(75,25) ,PIND (75,25),
* PCAP (75,25), AVGK (25)
REAL PIPE1 (75,25), PIPE2 (75,25), PIPE3 (75,25),





















to modify fuel line data? ',
to modify lox line data? '/
to modify current fuel line data?
to modify current lox line data?
to rewind fuel line file? ' 8
to rewind lox line file? '/
!
,!
CALL RLINE (TITL, SB_4N, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L, AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPPED, LOPOLD, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A, C_@_N,CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, I/I/3W,VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, II_gG, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP
WRITE (IUNITP) PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5
WRITE(*, '(A\) ')QUEST1 (ITLIN)
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS .EQ. 'y')
CALL MODIFY (TITL, SE_v_, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOP.g3, LOPOLD, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A, CMAN, CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, LFI£_, VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, I_qG, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP
WRITE (IUNITP) PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5
_DIF







* L,LFI/3W(IT) ,PMRAT, SEGMN, SECTN,
* SPLIT(I), LOPI_D (I),PCAP, PIND, II_G,TFIOW,




WRITE(*, 'CA\) ')QUEST2 (ITLIN)
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
_(ANS .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS .EQ. 'y') Tm_
CALL FDDIFY (TITL,SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOP_K), LOPOLD, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A,(}{_N,CTANK, DENS, KMAN, KTANK, LFIOW, VOL, VOLMF, NOLINE, IENG, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP
WRITE (_) PIPE/, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5
ELSE
WRITE(*,' (A\) ')QUEST3 (ITLIN)
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS .B_. 'y') REWIND IUNIT
CALL RLINE (TITL, SID_4N,SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPI']_D,LOPOLD, SPLIT, IUNIT,
* A,CI_I%N,CTANK, DENS, KMAN, KTANK, I2I/3W,VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, I_G, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND YONITP
WRITE (II2CITP)PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5
WRITE (*,*)QUESTI (ZTLZN)
WRITE(*,' (A\) ')' if not, press enter key. '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
WRITE(*,*) ' '
IF(ANS .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS .BQ. 'y')
CALL MODIFY (TITL,SEC_4N,SECTN, PIPE/, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L,AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPPED, LOPOI/),SPI2T, IUNIT,
* A, CI_i_N,CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, I/IOW, VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, I_G, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
REWIND IUNITP







SUBR05r/INE G_IY_ (N,K,I,J, KIR,K2R, K3R,K4R,KIC,K2C,K3C,K4C)
Determines Nyquist equation to be plotted
REAL KIR(1001) ,KIC(1001) ,K2R(1001) ,K2C(1001) ,K3R(1001) ,K3C(1001),
* K4R(1001) ,K4C (i001)







IF (I.NE. 0.AND. J.NE. 0)
CALL GETM (I, J,M)






READ (17) RIK, ClK, R2K, C2K, R3K, C3K, R4K, C4K
KIR(L) =RIK (K)







K3C (L) =C3K (I)
_DIF
IF(M.NE. 0) THI]q
K4R (L) =R4K (M)





Determines location of data to be plotted
INTSGER SEGMN, SECTN (150)
(XX4MON /SETUP/PIPE1 (150), PIPE2 (150), PIPE3 (150), PIPE4 (150),
* N_NGF (25) ,NTANKF (25),_(25) ,NSPF(25), ILINEF,




IF(N_qGF(II) .NE.NI_GO(JJ) ) GO TO 21
M=M+I
IF (II. EQ. I.AND. JJ. EQ. J) REII/RN
21 CONTINUE
22 (X3NTINUE




SUBROUTINE GINERT (B_I_D,X, Y)
Evaluates curve fit of inertance of bends
DIMENSION B (3)
DATA B/0.0,0.7877014E-02, -0.2814679E-04/
A=B (i) + (B (2) +B(3) *B_D) *B_D





Computesplot coordinates for Helmholtz resonator
_N /pippxY/X, XH, XL, y, yH, yL, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, SINA, COSA










DIAM=SQI_ ((XH-XL) **2+ (YH-YL) **2)





















SUBROLrf_ LOX(S,GOX, YuWIT, IUNITP, IGONE)
Handles fuel piping logic
(X_LEX GOX(25) ,S
/EPARAM/MENG, TFLOW (25), PCHMB (25), DPROR (25), PMRAT (25)
INTEGER SE_N(25), SECTN(75,25) ,NOLINE(25), II_G(25),ITANK(25),
• LOPOLD (25), LOP_]qD (25)
REAL KMAN(25),KTANK(25),LFIOW(25) ,L(75,25)
_N /OPARAM/MIH2qE, SPLIT(25),A(25) ,CI_%N(25) ,CTANK(25),
, DENS (25) ,KMAN,KTANK, LFILY_,VOL (25) ,VOI/KF(25),
, AREA (75,25),DIA(75,25), L, PIND (75,25),
, PCAP (75,25) ,AVGK (25),
, SEGMN, SECIN, NOLINE, I_G, ITANK, LOPOLD, LOP_D
aDMb_N /FOPIPE/PIPEI (75,25) ,PIPE2 (75,25) ,PIPE3 (75,25),
, PIPE4 (75,25), PIPE5 (75,25)





IF (IGONE. EQ. 2)
WRITE(*, '(A\) ')' Is the lox file name LOX.RLN?. (Y/N) '
RZ_(*, '(A)')MS
IF(ANS.NE. 'N' .AND.ANS.NE. 'n')
OP_ (UNIT=-_, FILE= 'LOX. RLN ')
NAMLIN (2)='LOX.RIN'
ELSE





OP_ (IUNITP, FORM= 'UNFO_ ')
_DIF
CALL FULOX (S,GOX, SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5,
* A,AREA, AVGK, C_4AN,CTANK, D_S, DIA, IENG, IGONE, ITANK,
* IUNIT, IUNITP, EMAN, KTANK, L, LOPPED, LOPOLD, LFiDW, MLINE, NOLINE, PCAP,
* PIND, SPLIT, VOL, VOIMF, 2)
_D
SUBROUTINE MODCON (_,VARI, MI_, TAUT, CSTAR, RBAR, THETAC, DCDR)
Modifies CONST.RIN parameters
RmL _UT(25),_mR(25) ,R_R(25),T_TAC(25),_DR(25)
','rbar ','thetac ','dcdr '/





DATA VARL/' taut ','cstar
DATA VARU/' TAUT ','CSTAR
DO 25 J=I,MENG
WRITE(*,' (A,I3,A\)')'
#', J, '? ,
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS















Do you wish to change parameters for engine
*)' VARIABLE NAMES AND VALUES'
,) I i
'(A,IPEI5.5) ') ' TAUT - transport lag ',
TAUT(J)
'(A,IPEI5.5) ') ' CSTAR - characteristic rocket velocity ',
CSTAR (J)
'(A,IPEI5.5) ') ' RBAR - mixture ratio ',
R_R(J)
'(A,IPEI5.5) ') ' THETAC - characteristic time constant ',
_AC(J)
'(A,IPEI5.5) ')' DCDH - d(velocity) Id(n_xture ratio) ',
D_R(J)
I
Enter variable name and new value, or'
# to print variable names & values, or'




WRITE(*, ' (A\) ') ' Enter variable name and new value, _qD, or #
CALL ZREAD (NAME, VAI//E)
IF (NAME. EQ. '#') GO TO 21
IF (NAME. EQ. 'END' .OR.NAME.EQ. 'end') GO TO 25
DO 23 II=l,5
I=II
IF(NAME.EQ.VARU(I) .OR.NAME.BQ.VARL(I)) GO TO 24
23 (X)NTINUE
WRITE(*,*)' Invalid name, try again'
GO _0 21
24 (X)NTINUE
IF(I.EQ. I) TAUT (J)=VALUE
IF(I.EQ. 2) CSTAR (J) =VALUE
IF(I.EQ. 3) RBAR(J)=VAI//E
IF(I.BQ. 4) THETAC (J)=VALUE
IF(I. EQ. 5) DCDR (J)=VAI//E
GO TO 22
25 CDNTINUE
WRITE(*,' (A\)')' Do you wish to save these changes? Y or N '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y')
WRITE(*,' (A,A,A\)')' Do you wish to use file ',VARI,
* '? YorN '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y')





WRITE(*,' (A,A,A\)')' Do you wish to rewind ',VARI,
* '? YorN '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y'.OR.ANS._Q.'y') _ reaT
_IF
DO 26 J=I,MS_G





SUBROUTINE MODENG (IUNIT, _G)
Modifies engine parameters





DATA VARL/' tflow ', 'pc2mlb ','dpror '/
DATA VARU/'TFLOW ', 'PCHMB ','DPROR '/
DO 25 J=l,MI_qG









* 'for engine #',J, '? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y') GO TO 25
CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*) ' '
WRITE(*,*) ' VARIABLE NAMES AND VALUES'
WRITE(*,*)' '
WRITE(*, '(A, IPEI5.5) ') ' _ - total mass flow (lhm/sec)
* TFLOW (J)
WRITE(*, '(A, IPEI5.5) ') ' _ - chamber pressure (ibf/ft^2) '
* PC_R_3 (J)
WRITE(*, '(A, IPEI5.5) ') ' DPROR - orfice pressure drop (ibf/ft'2) '
* DPROR (J)
I
Enter variable name and new value, or'
# to print variable names & values, or'
_D when all changes have been made'
f
WRITE(*, '(A\) ') ' Enter variable name and new value, _qD,
CALL m_AD (NAME,VALUE)
IF (NAME. EQ. '#') GO TO 21
IF (NAME. EQ. '_D' .OR.NAME.EQ. 'end') GO TO 25
DO 23 II=l,3
I=II
IF(NAME._Q.VARU(I) .OR.NAME.BQ.VARL(I) ) GO TO 24
23 CONTINUE




IF(I.BQ. 2) P(I4MB (J)=VALUE
IF(I. EQ. 3) DPROR (J)=VALUE
PMRAT (J) =PCHMB (J)/TFLOW (J)
GO TO 22
25 CONTINUE
WRITE(*, '(A\)')' Do you wish to save these changes? Y or N '
RINDS*, '(A)')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y')
WRITE(*, '(A,A,A\) ') ' DO you wish to use file ',_,
* '? Y orN '
READ(*,' CA) ')ANS
IF (ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y')





WRITE(*, '(A,A,A\) ') ' Do you wish to rewind ',NAME_G,
* '? YorN '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS










SUBROUTINE MODIFY (TITL, SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
* PIPE4, PIPE5, L, AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPE_D, LOPOLD, SPLIT, II2rlT,
* A, (_4AN,CTANK, D_]_S,KMAN, KTANK, LFLOW, VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, II_G, ITANK,
* AVGK, MLINE)
Allows modifications to input data
/EPARAM/ME_G, TFLOW (25), PCHMB (25) ,DPROR(25) ,PMRAT(25)
_N /TANK/MTANK
C_-I_RA_*2 4 NAMLIN (2)
aragON IWCAOUTINAMLIN
REAL SPLIT (25) ,AVGK(25)
REAL AREA(75,25) ,DIA(75,25) ,L(75,25) ,PIND(75,25),
* PCAP (75,25)
REAL PIPE1 (75,25), PIPE2 (75,25), PIPE3 (75,25), PIPE4 (75,25),
* PIPE5 (75,25)
INTEGER SE6_MN(25),SECTN(75,25)
INTEGER ITANK(25), I_qG(25) ,LOPOLD(25) ,LOP_qD(25) ,NOLINE(25)






3 FORMAT(' This segment is a bend of', IPEI3.5,' deg and radius of',
* El3.5)
4 FORMAT(' This segment is straight ',IPEI3.5,' diameter pipe ',
* E13.5,' ft. long')
5 FORMAT (' This segment is a manifold with', IPEI3.5, ' vol. ',
* El3.5, ' bulk modulus ')
6 FORMAT ( ' This segment is a pu_p with length =' IPEI3.5, ' dia ='
* EI3.5/5X, 'dp/dm =' ,E13.5, ' capacitance =' ,E13.5,
* ' inductance =' ,El3.5)
7 FORMAT(' This segment is a tuned pipe ' IPEI3.5,' long & dia ='#
* El3.5)
8 FORMAT(' This segment is a Helmholtz resonator with'/5X, 'length ='
* ,IPEI3.5, ' dia =',E13.5, ' and vol =',E13.5)
9 FORMAT(' This segment is a parallel resonator with'/SX,'length =',
* IPEI3.5,' dia =',E13.5,' and vol =',E13.5)
I0 FORMAT (' This segment is a', IPEI3.5, ' long inline acc. with',
* ' diameter of ',El3.5)





WRITE(*, '(A\) ') ' Do you wish to change tank parameters? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS





WRITE(*,' (A\) ') ' Do you wish to change the pipe layout? '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS










IF (SECTN(I, IPP) .EQ.0)
WRITE(*, 3)PIPE2(I, IPP), PIPE1(I, IPP)
ELSEIF(SECTN(I, IPP) .BQ.i)
WRITE(*,4)PIPE2(I, IPP), PIPE1(I, IPP)
EiSEIF(SECTN(I,IPP).EQ.2) THEN
WRITE(*, i0) PIPE1(I, IPP), PIPE2(I, IPP)
ELSEIF(SECTN(I, IPP) .EQ.3)
WRITE(*, 7)PIPE1(I, IPP) ,PIPE2(I, IPP)
ELSEIF(SECTN(I, IPP) .BQ.4)
WRITE(*,8)PIPE1(I, IPP),PIPE2(I, IPP),PIPE3(I, IPP)
ELSEIF(SECTN(I, IPP) .EQ.5)
WRITE(*, 9)PIPE1(I, IPP) ,PIPE2(I, IPP) ,PIPE3(I, IPP)
ELSEIF(SECTN(I, IPP) .EQ.6)
WRITE(*, 6)PIPE1(I, IPP), PIPE2(I, IPP), PIPE3(I, IPP),
PIPE4(I, IPP) ,PIPE5(I, IPP)
ELSEIF(SECIN(I, IPP) .EQ.7) THEN
WRITE(*, 5)PIPE1(I, IPP), PIPE2(I, IPP)
_DIF
WRITE(*, '(A\) ') ' You maykeep (K), modify (Y), delete

























DO 22 III=ISEGMN, I,-I
PIPE1 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE1 (III, IPP)
PIPE2 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE2 (III, IPP)
PIPE3 (III+l, IPP)=PIPE3 (III, IPP)
PIPFA (III+l, IPP) =PIPE4 (III, IPP)
PIPE5 (III+l, IPP) =PIPE5 (III, IPP)
L (III+l, IPP) =L (III, IPP)
DIA (III+l, IPP) =DIA (III, IPP)
AREA (III+l, IPP) =AREA (III, IPP)
PCAP (IXI+l, IPP) =PCAP (III, IPP)
PIND (III+l, IPP) =PIND (III, IPP)




ELSEIF (ANS.EQ. 'D' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'd')
DO 23 III=I, ISE_4N
PIPE1 (III, IPP) =PIPE1 (III+l, IPP)
PIPE2 (III, IPP) =PIPE2 (III+l, IPP)
PIPE3 (III, IPP) =PIPE3 (III+l, IPP)
PIPE4 (IXI, IPP) =PIPE4 (III+l, IPP)
PIPE5 (III, IPP) =PIPE5 (III+l, IPP)
L (III, IPP) =L (III+l, IPP)
DIA (III, IPP) =DIA (III+l, IPP)
AREA (III, IPP) =AREA (IXI+l, IPP)
PCAP (III, IPP) =PCAP (III+l, IPP)
PIND (IXI, IPP) =PIND (III+l, IPP)














Specify 0 for B_D,
2 for INLINE ACCUM.,
4 for HELMHOLTZ RES.,
6 for _,
1 for STRAIGHT pipe,'
3 for _3jI_T_DEfi_, '
5 for PARALLEL RES. '
7 for MANIFOLD'
IF(SECT.LT.0.OR.SECT.GT.7) GO TO 24
SECIN (I, IPP) =SECT
IF (SECT. EQ. 0)
bend in pipe
WRITE(*,*)' RADIUS of bend along CL(ft), ANGLE of bend(deg),'
WRITE(*,*)' DIAMETER(ft), and L_GTH(ft) beyond bend of pipe'
READ (*, *)PIPE1 (I, IPP), PIPE2 (I, IPP), PIPE3 (I, IPP), PIPE4 (I, IPP)
CALL E_YPE (SECTN (I, IPP), PIPE1 (I, IPP), PIPE2 (I, IPP),
PIPE3 (I, IPP), PIPE4 (I, IPP), PIPE5 (I, IPP), L(I, IPP),
AREA(I, IPP),DIA(I, IPP),PIND (I, IPP),PCAP(I, IPP),
AVGK (M) ,DENS(IT), CMAN(IPP) ,KMAN (IPP) ,VOLMF (IPP))








WRITE(*,*)' Specify LENGTH (ft) and DIAMETER (ft) of segment'
READ(*,*) PIPEI(I,IPP),PIPE2(I,IPP)
CALL RTYPE (SECIN (I,Imp), PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP),PIPEA (I,IPP),PIPE5 (I,IPP),L(I,IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP) ,DIA(I, IPP) ,PIND (I,IPP) ,PCAP (I,IPP),
* AVGK (M),DENS(IT), CMAN(IPP) ,KMAN(IPP) ,VOLMF(IPP) )
ELSEIF (SECT._Q. 2)
inline accumulator
WRITE(*,*)' Specify LENGTH (ft) & DIAMETER (ft) of',
* ' accumulator '
READ(*,*) PIPEI(I,IPP),PIPE2(I,IPP)
CALL RIXPE (SECTN (I,IPP), PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP) ,L(I, IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP) ,DIA(I, IPP),PIND (I,IPP) ,PCAP(I, IPP),
* AVGK (M) ,DENS(IT), (_MAN(IPP),KMAN(IPP) ,VOIMF(IPP) )
ELSEIF (SECT.EQ. 3)
tuned stub
WRITE(*,*)' Specify LENGTH (ft) & DIAMETER (ft) of tuned stub'
READ (*,*)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP)
CALL EIXPE(SECI_ (I,IPP),PIPEI(I, IPP),PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP) ,PIPE5 (I,IPP) ,L(I, IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP) ,DIA(I, IPP) ,PIND(I, IPP) ,PCAP(I, IPP),
* AVGK (S) ,DENS (IT),(_4AN(IPP) ,KMAN(IPP) ,VOIMF (IPP))
ELSEIF (SECT. _Q. 4) THEN
helmholtz resonator
WRITE{*,*)' Specify LENGTH (ft), DIAMETER _ft) ,VOLUME ',
* '(ft'3) of Helmholtz Resonator'
READ (*,*)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE3 (I,IPP)
CALL }_FYPE(SECIN (I,IPP) ,PIPE1 (I,IPP) ,PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP) ,PIPE4 (I,IPP),PIPE5 (I,IPP),L(I, IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP), DIA(I, IPP) ,PIND(I, IPP) ,PCAP(I, IPP),
* AVGK(M) ,DENS(IT), (_4AN(IPP) ,KMAN (IPP) ,VOLMF (IPP))
ELSEIF (SECT. E_. 5)
parallel resonator
WRITE(*,*)' Specify LENGTH (ft), DIAMETER (ft) ,VO_ ',
* '(ft'3) of Parallel Resonator'
READ(*, *)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE3 (I,IPP)
CALL EIXPE(SECI_(I, IPP),PIPEI(I,IPP) ,PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP), PIPE4 (I,IPP),PIPE5 (I,IPP),L(I, IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP) ,DIA(I, IPP) ,PIND (I,IPP) ,PCAP(I, IPP),
* AVGK (M),DENS (IT),CMAN (IPP),KMAN (IPP),VOIMF (IPP))
ELSEIF (SECT. EQ. 6)
pump
WRITE(*,*)' Specify _ (ft), DIAMETER (ft) ,dp/dm, CAP.',
* ' & IND. of pump'
READ (*,*)PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP), PIPE3 (I,IPP),
* PIPE4 (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP)
CALL RTYPE (SEKTN (I,IPP), PIPE1 (I,IPP), PIPE2 (I,IPP),
* PIPE3 (I,IPP),PIPFA (I,IPP), PIPE5 (I,IPP),L(I, IPP),
* AREA (I,IPP),DIA(I, IPP),PIND(I, IPP),PCAP(I,IPP),
* AVGK (M),DENS(IT) ,CI_AN(IPP) ,KMAN(IPP) ,VOLMF (IPP))
ELSEIF (SECT. EQ. 7) THEN
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C manifold
WRITE(*,*)' Specify VOLUME (ft'3) and BULK MODULUS (ibf/ft'2)'
READ(*,*) PIPE1 (I, IPP), PIPE2 (I, IPP)
CALL RIYPE (SECIN (I, IPP), PIPE1 (I, IPP), PIPE2 (I, IPP),
* PIPE3 (I, IPP), PIPE4 (I, IPP), PIPE5 (I, IPP) ,L(I, IPP),
* AREA(I, IPP) ,DIA(I, IPP) ,mIND(I, IPP), PCAP (I, IPP),





IF(SPLIT(M) .NE. 0.0) THEN
WRITE(*, ' (A, I3)')' Maximun no. of iterations is set at ',
* LOPOLD (M)
WRITE (*, '(A\) ') ' Do you wish to change it? '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.BQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y')
WRITE (*, '(A\) ') ' Enter maximum no. of iterations '
READ(*, *) LOPOLD (M)
_DIF





WRITE(*, ' (A\) ') ' Do you wish to save these changes? Y or N '
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y')
WRITE(*, '(A,A,A\) ') ' Do you wish to use file ',NAMLIN(NAMNAM),
* '? YorN '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y')
WRITE(*, '(A\) ') ' Enter name of file to use '
READ(*, '(a) ')NAMLIN(NAMNAM)
C SE (UNIT=-m rr)
(UNIT=rUNIT,FILE=NAMrm (NAMNAM))
ELSE
WRITE(*, '(A,A,A\) ') ' DO you wish to rewind ',NAMLIN(NAMNAM),
* '? YorN '
READ(*,' (A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS.EQ. 'y') REWIND IUNIT
_qDIF
IP=O
WRITE (173NIT, '(A) ')TITL
WRITE (173NIT, 2)MTANK
DO 29 M=I,MTANK
WRITE (IUNIT, I)VOL (M)
WRn (nm T,I)LFU (M)
wer (nRUT,i)KT K(M)
WRITE (172TIT, i)DENS (M)
29 CONTINLrE










WRITE(IUNIT, 2)SECTN(J, IP), PIPE1(J, IP), PIPE2(J, IP), PIPE3(J, IP),









WRITE(IUNIT, 2)SECTN(J, IP), PIPE1(J, IP), PIPE2(J, IP), PIPE3(J, IP),












DATA VARL/' vol ', 'iflow ''ktank, ''dens, '/
DATA VARU/'VOL ''I2IX_, ', 'KTANK ', 'DENS '/
DATA GRAV/32.2/
DO 25 J=I,MTANK
WRITE(*, '(A,I3,A\) ') ' Do you wish to change parameters for tank #
,,,j, ,? ,
READ(*, '(A) ')ANS
IF(ANS.NE. 'Y' .AND.ANS.NE. 'y') GO TO 25
21 O3NTINUE
WRITE(*,*)' '
WRITE(*,*) ' VARIABLE NAMES AND VAII/F_'
WRITE(*,*)' '
WRITE(*,' (A, IPEI5.5) ') ' VOL - volume (ft'3) ',
, VOL(J)
WRITE(*, '(A, IPEI5.5)')' LFLOW - mass flow in pipe (ibm/secA2) ',
, LFIOW (J)
WRITE(*,' (A, IPEI5.5) ')' KTANK - tank bulk modulus (Ibf/ft'2) ',
, KTANK (J)
WRITE(*,' (A, IPEI5.5)')' DENS - density )lhm/ftA3) ',
* DENS (J)
WRITE(*,*) ' '
WRITE(*,*) ' Enter variable name and new value, or'
WRITE (*, *) ' # to print variable names & values, or'







(,,, CA\) ' ) ' Enter variable name and new value,
_(_,_)
IF(_._.'#') _ TO 21
IF(_._. '_'.OR._._. 'e-_') GO TO 25
DO 23 II=l,4
I=II









Invalid name, try again'





A (J) =SQRT (GRAV*KTANK (J)/DENS (J))





NYQUIS (GF, GOX, S, TAUT, CSTAR, RBAR, DCDR, THETAC, IFJEL, ILOX)
Cc_putes the K()'s
GF(25) ,GOX(25) ,KSl (25) ,KG2,KG3, S
REAL THETAC (25),RBAR(25),CSTAR(25),DCDR(25),TAUT(25)
REAL KIR(25),K2R(25),K3R(25),KIC(25),K2C(25),K3C(25),
* K4R(25) ,K4C (25)
COMMON /EPARAM/M_qG,TFLOW(25),P(_4MB(25),DPROR(25),PMRAT(25)
INTES_ SE_, SECrN(150)
COMMON /SEIUP/PIPEI (150) ,PIPE2 (150) ,PIPE3 (150) ,PIPE4 (150),
* NI_GF (25) ,NTANKF (25) ,NLINEF (25) ,NSPF(25), ILINEF,




KGI (I) =2.0*CEXP (-S'TAUT (I)) / (THETAC (I) *S +i. 0)
KIC (I) =AIMAG (KGI (I))
KIR(I) =REAL (KS1 (I))
21 CONTINUE
IF (ILOX. EQ. 0) THEN
DO 22 I=I,ILINEO
K--_H_GO (I)





IF (IFUEL. EQ. 0)
DO 23 I=I,I-LINEF
K=NENGF (I)























* WRITE(14,' (IP3EI2.4) ')AIMAG(S)/SFAC,KIR(I) ,KIC(I)
IF(IFUEL.EQ.0.AND.ILOX.NE.0) WRITE(14,' (IP3EI2.4,I5,1X, IP2EI2.4)
*') AIMAG(S)/SFAC,KIR(I) ,KIC(I) ,I,K3R(I) ,K3C(I)
IF(IFJEL.NE.0.AND.II_OX._.0) WRITE(14,' (IP3EI2.4,I5,1X, IP2EI2.4)
*') AIMAG (S)/SFAC,KIR(I) ,KIC(I), I,K2R(I) ,K2C(I)
IF (IFUEL. EQ. 0.AND. ILOX. _X_.0)
WRITE(14, '(IP3EI2.4) ')AIMAG(S)/SFAC,KIR(I) ,KIC(I)





SUBROUTINE RI/NE (TITL, SEGMN, SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3,
, PIPE4, PIPE5, L, AREA, DIA, PIND, PCAP, LOPPED, LOPOID, SPLIT, 172rfr,
, A, CMAN, CTANK, D_S, KMAN, KTANK, I/I/3W, VOL, VOIMF, NOLINE, I_%_, ITANK,
* AVGK, _)






REAL PIPE1 (75,25), PIPE2 (75,25), PIPE3 (75,25), PIPE4 (75,25),
* PIPE5 (75,25)
_ER SE_4N (25), SECTN(75,25)
INTEGER ITANK(25), I_qS(25) ,LOPOLD(25) ,LOPE_D(25) ,NOZH]qE(25)









WRITE(*,*)' Number of lines must be less than 25'
STOP
ENDIF







READ (IUNIT, *) ITANK (MM), II_S (S)
IF(ITANK(MM) .GT.MTANK) TEEN
WRITE(*,*) ' Invalid tank number. '
STOP
_DIF
IF (IENG (M). GT.MI_G)









READ (IUNIT, *) SE_4N (M), SPLIT (MM)
DO 21 I=I,SEGMN(M)
READ (IUNIT, *) SECTN (I,M), PIPE1 (I,M), PIPE2 (I,M), PIPE3 (I,M),
* PIPE4 (I,S), PIPE5 (I,S)
IF(SECTN(I,M) .NE.7) GO TO 21
AVGK (MM) =AVGK (MM) +PIPE2 (I,M)
DIVAVG=DIVAVG+ 1
21
IF (SPLIT (MM) .EQ. 0)







READ (IUNIT, *) SEGMN (M), NOLINE (M), I_S (S)
IF (I_G (M). GT.M_G)




IF (NOLINE (M). EQ. 0) NOLINE (M)=I
DO 22 I=I,SE_4N(M)
READ (IUNIT, *) SECIN (I ,M), PIPE1 (I,M), PIPE2 (I,M), PIPE3 (I,M),







WRITE(*, ' (A,I3)')' Max. no. of iterations is set at ',
. LOPOLD(MM)
WRITE(*, '(A\) ') ' Do you wish to change it? '
'(A)')ANS
IF(ANS. EQ. 'Y' .OR.ANS. EQ. 'y')
WRITE(*,' (A\) ') ' Enter maximum no. of iterations '
(*,*)
_DIF
LOPE_D (MM) =LOPOLD (MM)
IF (DIVAVG. LE. 0.0) DIVAVG=I. 0









* PIPE3 (I,M), PIPE4 (I,M), PIPE5 (I,M) ,L(I,M) ,AREA(I,M),
* DIA(I,M),PIND (I,M), PCAP (I,M) ,AVGK (MM), D_S (IT),
* CMAN (M), KMAN (S), VOIMF (M))
25 OONTINUE
IF(SPLIT(MM) .EQ.0) GO TO 28
DO 27 J=l, SPLIT (MM)
M=M+I
I_I_G (M)
DO 26 I=l, SE_4N (M)
CALL EIXPE(SECTN(I,M) ,PIPE1 (I,M) ,PIPE2 (I,M),
* PIPE3 (I,M) ,PIPE4 (I,M), PIPE5 (I,M) ,L(I,M) ,AREA(I,M),
* DIA(I,M) ,PIND(I,M),PCAP(I,M) ,AVGK (MM),D_S(IT),





SUBROUTINE _YPE (SECTN, PIPE1, PIPE2, PIPE3, PIPE4, PIPE5, L, AREA, DIA,
* PIND, PCAP, AVGK, D_S, (_4AN,KMAN, VOLMF)




IF (SECTN. EQ. 0) THIN











































IF(PIPE3. EQ. 0.0) PIPE3=D_S
IF (PIPE4. EQ. 0.0) PIPE4=AVGK
PCAP=PIPE3*L*AREA/PIPE4
ELSEIF (SECIN. EQ. 3)








IF (PIPE3. EQ. 0.0) PIPE3=D_S
IF (PIPE4. EQ. 0.0) PIPE4=AVGK
PCAP=PIPE3*L*AREA/P IPE4
PIND=L/(AREA*GRAV)
ELSEIF (SECTN. EQ. 4.OR. SECI_. EQ. 5) THEN
helmholtz resonator or parallel resonator









IF (PIPE4. EQ. 0.0) PIPE4=D_S
IF (PIPE5. EQ. 0.0) PIPE5=AVGK
PC3%P=-PIPE4*AREA/PIPE5
PIND=L/(0.25*PI*DIA**2*GRAV)
































SUBROUTINE STSECT (J, ITYPE, POINT, LEN, DIA)
Computes plot coordinates for a straight section
/PIPPXY/X, XH, XL, Y, YH, YL, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, SINA, COSA
REAL L_q, POINT (8,200)







POINT (i, J) =XH
POINT (2, J) =YH
POINT (3 ,J)=XL











XMIN= IN1 (X, XL, XH, XMIN)
XMAX=AMAXl (X, XL, XH, XMAX)
YMIN=AMINI (Y, YL, YH, YMIN)
YMAX=AMAXI (Y, YL, YH, YMAX)





REAL VOL (25),LFLOW (25),KTANK (25),D_S (25),A (25), CTANK (25)
DATA GRAV/32.2/
READ (IUNIT, *)MTANK
IF (MTANK. GT. 25) THEN
WRITE(*, *)' Number of tanks must be less than 25'
STOP
_3IF
IF (MTANK. LE. 0) MTANK=I
DO 21 I=I,MT_/NK
READ (IUNIT, *)VOL(I), LFL£_(I),KTANK (I),D_S (I)
A (I)_ (GRAV*KTANK (I)/D_S (I))
CTANK (I)=D_S (I)*VOL (I)/KTANK (I)
OONTINUE
REEn_
SUBROUTINE TSSECT(J, ITYPE, POINT,L_,DIA)
Computes plot coordinates for a tuned stub






















XMIN=AMINI (X,XL, XH, XMIN)
XMAX=AMAXl (X,XL, XH, XMAX)
YMIN=AMINI (Y,YL, YH, YMIN)
YMAX=AMAXl (Y,YL, YH, YMAX)
SUBROUTINEZREAD(NAME,VAI/ )
Reads input for input modification
CHARAC R*I NAME(S)
C_RACTER*I CARD(80) ,PLUS,MINUS,PERIOD,LE,E,_ER(10)






DATA NUMBER/'0', 'i' , '2' , '3' ,'4' ,'5' ,'6' ,'7' , 'S' ,'9'/,COMMAI' , '/
'n', 'd'/,CEND/' E' ,'N' ,'D'/,POUND/'#'/,QUES2/'9'/.
'i' 't' 'i' 'e'/,CTIT/'T' 'I' 'T' 'L' 'E'/l t t l l ; I
DATA LDD/'e' ,






















IF(CARD(I) .NE.LTIT(I) .AND.CARD(I) .NE.CTIT(I) )





IF (CARD (I). EQ. BLK. OR. CARD (I). EQ. OOMMA)





IF(CARD(I) .NE.BI/K.AND.CARD (I) .NE.(X_MMA)
28 CONTINUE
VAI//E=O. 0




IF (CARD (ID). EQ.MINUS)
SIGN=-1.0
ID=ID+I













IF(CARD(I) .EQ.PLUS) GOTO 38
IF(CARD(I) .EQ.MINUS) GOTO 38



























IF(CARD(I) .EQ.PLUS) GOTO 38
IF(CARD(I) .EQ.MINUS) GOTO 38



































WRITE (*, *) ' Input error, value set to ZERO'
VAITJE=0.0
RETURN
40 CONTINUE
WHO_OLE*I0. O+JJ
41
VALUE=VALUE* 10.0,* (SIGN*WHOLE)
_D
- 121 -
